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SOME PROPULSION SYSTEM NOISE DATA HANDLING CONVENTIONS
AND COMPUTER PROGRAMS USED AT THE
LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER
by Francis J. Montegani
Lewis Research Center
SUMMARY
Methods of handling one-third-octave band noise data originating from the outdoor
full-scale fan noise facility and the engine acoustic facility at the Lewis Research Center
are presented. Procedures for standardizing, retrieving, extrapolating, and reporting
these data are explained. Computer programs are given which are used to accomplish
these and other noise data analysis tasks. This information is useful as background for
interpretation of data from these facilities appearing in NASA reports and can aid data
exchange by promoting standardization.
INTRODUCTION
The last several years have seen a rapid rise in the level of research relating to the
noise of aircraft propulsion systems. Various companies, universities, and government
agencies have been contributing to an increasing body of technical data. A significant
volume among these data is comprised of the results of one-third-octave band analyses
of the noise signatures of propulsion systems or components either from full-scale hard-
ware or from models. Thorough analyses of these data are essential to the development
of an understanding of the mechanisms of noise generation and, at the very least, to the
development of noise prediction methods which are important to the proper evolution of
quiet propulsion systems. Researchers using the full-scale fan and the engine acoustic
facilities at the Lewis Research Center are among those generating and manipulating
large volumes of one-third-octave band noise data. Several years ago, the generation of
such quantities of data was anticipated, and data handling practices were established to
facilitate the manipulation and analyses of these data at the user level. These practices
center around a collection of computer programs which are used to process the data and
a philosophy of data standardization and storage. Extensive use of these methods has
demonstrated their worth. Interest shown by others outside of NASA has indicated that
these practices may be generally useful, particularly with regard to standardization and
facilitation of more direct data exchange especially in computer-compatible form. In
addition, considerable data from the full-scale fan facility and the engine acoustic facility
are being published which are handled by the methods discussed herein. Typical of such
publications is reference 1.
This report therefore sets forth the practices that are followed at the Lewis
Research Center with regard to standardizing, retrieving, extrapolating, and reporting
noise data from these facilities. The adjustments made to the data for standardization
purposes and other practices are explained, and a collection of computer programs is
given. It is hoped that these practices, which have proven useful at Lewis over the past
several years, will be of use to others engaged in propulsion system noise research.
DATA ACQUISITION AND DOCUMENTATION
This section includes information on the manner in which collections of data are
identified and manipulated. To assist in presenting this information, a block diagram is
presented in figure 1. This diagram gives an overview of the major elements which are
involved in the data handling system. It is pertinent to much of the discussion which
follows.
Data Standardization
Measured array. - The kind of data under consideration in the context of this report
are the results of one-third-octave band spectral analyses of the far-field radiated noise
from axisymmetric sources. In general, measurements are made about the source at
equal angle increments. Irrespective of the manner of testing, and whether one run is
made or the data from a few runs are averaged, the net result is an array of data com-
prised of sound pressure levels in one-third-octave bands for a number of angles. This
array is referred to herein as the "Measured Array" and is the starting point for all
further discussion. Effects of instrumentation frequency response are presumed to be
removed.
A Measured Array is identified with an operating point of the source and consists of
an NFXNM matrix of sound pressure levels, where NF is the number of frequency
bands and NM is the number of microphones or angles. The usual range of frequencies
is from 50 to 20 000 hertz. Microphones commonly are employed in 10° increments
over most of a 180° arc.
Site effects. - The Measured Array, whether obtained indoors or out, in general
possesses measurement anomalies which are attributable to the site and also to the am-
bient air conditions. Site-related anomalies such as ground plane reflections are the
subject of continuing interest. A discussion of them exceeds the scope of this report.
For full-scale fan and engine facilities, data are not adjusted routinely for site effects,
but their inclusion is always implied, and it is intended that they be given consideration
as the use of the data dictates.
Excess atmospheric attenuation. - Data are filed for use essentially as obtained ex-
cept for standardization for atmospheric effects. Ambient air, of course, is known to
cause excess sound attenuation (over and above inverse square law attenuation) which is
a function of frequency, temperature, and humidity. Data to evaluate this effect are con-
tained in reference 2.
Reference 2 was created in a framework of jet noise. And in addition to the air at-
tenuation data contained therein, which are essentially continuous functions of frequency,
guidelines are presented for applying those data to one-third-octave band spectra which
are discontinuous. The guidelines specify the use of the band center frequency for de-
termining the air attenuation for one-third-octave bands to 4000 hertz and for using the
band lower limiting frequency above 4000 hertz. This procedure is biased for jet noise,
which has a characteristic fall-off at high frequency. The theoretically correct attenua-
tion which should be used must be the result of an integration which accounts for the
combination of spectral and attenuation variations over a frequency band. When both
these characteristics are relatively flat, the use of the attenuation at the band center
frequency is appropriate. But when large changes occur in either characteristic over a
frequency band, the band center frequency is not an adequate parameter. For jet noise,
use of the band lower limiting frequency is satisfactory; but this is not true in general.
The manner of determining atmospheric correction which is discussed in-the next sec-
tion uses the data of reference 2, but does so by an integration process over each fre-
quency band. This integration cannot be done precisely with knowledge only of the one-
third-octave band spectrum, but the spectrum shape is approximated conceptually by
assuming a straight-line connection between sound pressure levels in adjacent frequency
bands on a spectral plot with a logarithmic frequency scale.
Referred array. - The only adjustments which the Measured Array undergoes prior
to use at the working level are removal of the effect of atmospheric absorption for
the conditions that prevailed at the test site and adjustment to a standard radius for any
microphones not on that standard radius for the test. The atmospheric attenuation for
the test ambient temperature and relative humidity for each one-third-octave band spec-
trum is calculated as noted in the previous section. These results are added to the
measured data for the appropriate propagation distance. And inverse square adjust-
ments are made where necessary (fig. 1). The results are sound pressure levels that
would exist at the microphones on a constant radius if the atmosphere were completely
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nonattenuating. Therefore, these results are never to be expected in reality. It is from
these data, however, that source acoustic power and directivity properties must be cal-
culated. The array so adjusted is termed the "Referred Array, " implying that it pos-
sesses acoustic properties that refer back to the source and are uninfluenced by the
propagation properties of the medium except for inverse square attenuation.
It follows that a Referred Array may be extrapolated to any distance by using the in-
verse square law while preserving its intrinsic acoustic power and directivity properties.
Conversely, when acoustic power and directivity properties of a source are known, a
Referred Array can be constructed for any distance from the source (fig. 1), and by in-
corporating the effects of atmospheric absorption, far-field sound pressure levels may
be constructed.
Working Data
From the Referred Array, the essential properties of the source acoustic emission
are calculated. These properties consist of overall power level, normalized power
spectrum, and directivity index for each frequency band. These data are useful directly
in the characterization of the source acoustic emission and in understanding noise gener-
ating mechanisms. Further, they are independent of the original measurement dis-
tances.
It is these data, retained on punched cards, that constitute the heart of the retrieval
system. The data in this form are called "Working Data. "
These noise data so decomposed into fundamental emission properties can contribute
to understanding of noise generating mechanisms through the development of improved
prediction techniques, for which they are suited particularly well. Each of the three
basic elements - power level, normalized spectrum, and directivity index - can be ex-
amined separately and independently. Power level is a single variable which, in general,
can be expected to correlate simply with size, thrust, or mechanical power. Quite in-
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dependently, normalized power spectrum (which embodies only the shape and frequency
scale of the spectral emission) may be expected to correlate with such things as mechan-
ical design and characteristic speed. And finally, directivity index may be isolated and .
separately investigated insofar as it pertains to questions of theoretical acoustic propa-
gation, duct terminations, flow refraction, and so forth. The extent of understanding
any one of these emission properties is not dependent necessarily on the understanding
of any other. -
This general independence of the emission properties is also particularly useful to
meet short-term needs for noise predictions. State-of-the-art noise prediction methods
rely heavily on an empirical data base. Working Data facilitate such predictions by per-
mitting selective use of the appropriate emission properties from a variety of sources.
Although Working Data, at a glance, do not consist of familiar sound pressure
levels, this is no obstacle to users desirous of data in that form. With a computer-
oriented system such as this, it is a simple task to assemble the Working Data into a
referred sound pressure level array. This array in turn can be extrapolated for any far-
field conditions (fig. 1).
For the foregoing reasons, all noise data are decomposed into the source fundamen-
tal emission properties, punched into cards, and filed for use in this form at the working
level. Appendix A contains a sample listing of Working Data, with complete explanation
of the format. The retention of data in this form, in conjunction with a family of com-
puter programs which are given herein, facilitates rapid dissemination and efficient
utilization of the data. The manner in which Working Data are computed from the
Referred Array is discussed in the next sections.
Acoustic power. - A general sound source emits acoustic energy radially to the far-
field and nonuniformly with direction. The acoustic power emitted by the source can be
obtained by integrating the far -field sound intensity over an enclosing surface. It is here
presumed that the source and its associated sound field are axisymmetric so that the in-
tensity field is a function of only two coordinates, radial distance r from the source and
azimuth angle 9 from the source axis. For far -field noise radiation, discounting ex-
cess atmospheric attenuation, the sound intensity varies inversely as the square of the
distance from the source so that the functional dependence on r is known. Further, the
sound intensity I is related to the rms acoustic pressure P, which is the usual mea-
sured quantity, according to
1= (1)
pc
where pc is the characteristic impedance of the propagating medium. Under such con-
ditions, the rms sound pressure may be determined at a constant radius R, from which
the acoustic power W is obtained according to
W = -L / p2(0) dA (2),± ('
PC Jo
where
dA = 2nR2 d9 (3)
is the elemental annulus area on an enclosing sphere.
In practice, a function P (6) is not usually available, but rather, discrete values2
pf (i = 0, 1, . . . , n) are known from measurements corresponding to values of 6-.
Under these conditions, equation (2) must be approximated as a finite sum
W = -1 V P2 AA.
pc Li 1 l
i=0
(4)
where the AAj are contiguous finite incremental areas on which the corresponding P^
are presumed constant.
If the 0. are taken to be equally spaced by an angle increment A6, which there-
fore becomes also the arc width of any elemental area AA:, and if the 9. are written
as iA0, the incremental areas can be expressed as
AA, = 2nR2 sin (
1
 \2
i A0= 0, TT (5)
2AA. = 4ffR sin (
 Sin(i A0) 0 < i A0 < ir1
 . W
(6)
The geometry of the arrangement is shown in figure 2. When-the azimuth angle
i A0 corresponds with a polar area on the sphere, equation (5) applies; otherwise equa-
tion (6) applies.
Combining equations (4) to (6) results in
W =
pc
Pf sin(i A0) + — tan M
UJ
(7)
where the subscripts 0 and n denote the polar areas.
Equation (7) is basically that used for acoustic power calculation as discussed here-
in. However, as written, it applies specifically to radiation in the absence of a ground
plane since a summation is taken with fully circular annuli. Most practical propulsion
system noise measurements are taken in an environment with a reflecting ground plane,
and the problems it presents must be considered.
In actual fact, the directly radiated instantaneous sound pressure and that reflected
from the ground plane sum algebraically at the microphone. The resultant effects
depend on the geometry of the problem, the frequency of the radiation, the phase shifts
and attenuations in the reflection process, and the bandwidth of the analysis technique,
among other things. For one-third-octave band analysis, there usually result band-
dominant signal reinforcement and cancellation effects in the low-frequency end of the
spectrum which are highly dependent on the test arrangement. However, for any ar-
rangement, many signal reinforcements and cancellations occur in any given one-third-
octave band at the high-frequency end of the spectrum which, for hard reflecting sur-
faces, result in a theoretical doubling of intensity there. Since Lewis test sites use hard
pavement reflecting surfaces for purposes of maintaining surface constancy, the doubling
of intensity at high frequencies is taken to be the prevailing phenomenon. The acoustic
power calculation therefore proceeds on the assumption that the acoustic intensities de-
termined to exist in the presence of the ground plane are double what they would be in its
absence. Thus, the intensities are halved for all frequency bands and summed over the
entire sphere according to equation (7). No attempts are made to correct the data for
ground interference effects at low frequencies.
The use of Working Data offers a convenient means of transmitting data to other
users. It must be cautioned, however, that if the Referred Array is to be precisely re-
constructed, the exact power calculation method which was used to generate the Working
Data must be available and inverted; otherwise differences will result. The computer
subroutine to compute acoustic power as given by equation (7) and the preceding discus-
sion is called POWER and is given in appendix B. Where sound pressure level data are
not available (e.g., near the source axis, where jet flow would impinge on the micro-
phones), the associated areas are excluded from the summation process of the power
calculation.
Directivity index. - Directivity index is a normalizing way of characterizing the di-
rectional property of far-field acoustic emission. It is defined as the difference, in
decibels, between the existing sound pressure level at a point and the sound pressure
level that would exist at the same point from a simple source emitting the same acoustic
power. Directivity index is a function of direction only; and for an axisymmetric source,
therefore, it is a function of azimuth angle 9. For discrete values of 0. it is defined by
DI0 = SPL5 -SPLAV (8)
where SPLfl denotes the existing sound pressure levels and SPL . v represents the
simple-source sound pressure level. The" simple-source sound pressure level can be
shown to be exactly the area-weighted average sound pressure level of the existing
SPLg . It is computed according to





where the AAj are given by equations (5) and (6).
A subroutine AVSLR for computing the area-weighted sound pressure level is given
in appendix B. As in the acoustic power calculation, where no data exist for angles at
or near the axis, such angles are omitted from the summation process.
Extrapolation
Often, for practical purposes, the detailed properties of the source radiation such as
directivity index are not needed, but rather the far-field sound pressure levels that re-
sult when the data are extrapolated to various distances are necessary. Usually, data of
this kind are reported in the literature. To generate such data, it is only necessary to
assemble a Referred Array from the Working Data and extrapolate it to the desired dis-
tances by using the inverse square law and excess atmospheric attenuation for the con-
ditions desired, usually standard day (fig. 1). Other effects such as ground reflections
or extra ground attenuation are given consideration by some investigators in extrapola-
tion calculations. However, as in the case of measurement anomalies, other extrapola-
tion phenomena are the subject of continuing research and exceed the scope of the discus-
sion here. These phenomena are neglected in ordinary data extrapolations for reporting
purposes or for data retention at the working level. Such a practice avoids the need for
qualifying the data. Further, it permits any user to quickly deduce from the data the re-
ferred arrays which accurately reflect the original data which were measured and which
he may modify to suit his needs considering test site or extrapolation anomalies.
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
Working Data Generation
The key to the efficient retrieval and use of noise data at the working level lies in
maintaining a punched card file of Working Data sets and a family of programs and sub-
routines for manipulating those data. There exists, of course, archival storage of the
raw measured data. But utilization of these data directly requires extensive computer
interaction and program handling, particularly since the data to be so retrieved and
processed consist of repeat runs which must be averaged, corrected for measurement
instrumentation response when necessary, and adjusted to standard-day conditions. The
use of Working Data, which is one level removed from the archival data, permits rapid
data access by persons not necessarily skilled in computer usage.
The effort avoided by the routine use of Working Data in place of archival data is re-
placed by the one-time use of a computer program which generates the Working Data and
which also generates other useful data listings. This program is called WODAG (for
Working Data Generation), and an outline of the calculations it performs and the listings
it generates are discussed next. WODAG is a subroutine whose principal input is a
Measured Array. A main program which must provide suitable Measured Arrays and
call the subroutine WODAG is the responsibility of the reader. The complete codes of
the subroutine WODAG and of the subroutines which it calls are given in appendix B.
Listings. - A sample listing of the printed output generated by WODAG is presented
in table I. Each page of output is somewhat self-explanatory, but they are reviewed
briefly here. A summary of the pages by title is as follows:
(1) Measured Array
(2) Test-day excess atmospheric attenuation
(3) Referred Array
(4) Acoustic power computations
(5) Normalized power spectrum (graph)
(6) Directivity index
(7) Atmospheric attenuation
(8) Standard-day data excess atmospheric attenuation
(9) Standard-day data
(10 and following) Sideline extrapolated data
The Measured Array has been discussed. It is identifiable with a particular oper-
ating condition of the source and represents the actual measured data (or an average of
data) from the test site with instrumentation frequency response characteristics re-
moved. Variable microphone radii arexpermitted and appear in the listing. Atmospheric
conditions for the test are also listed. All test data as printed are adjusted to a constant
radius for review purposes by using inverse square law only. For all subsequent calcu-
lations the proper atmospheric absorptions and distances are accurately accounted for.
The test-day excess atmospheric attenuation table gives the actual adjustments,
based on test temperature, relative humidity, and actual measurement distances, used
to generate the Referred Array.
The Referred Array is tabulated for a selected radius and, in addition, overall
levels at each angle are listed. No perceived noise levels are presented since the re-
ferred data represent a condition that cannot be observed.
Results of acoustic power calculations which are listed include overall acoustic
power, acoustic power spectrum, and normalized power spectrum. The normalized
spectrum is obtained by subtracting the maximum band power level from the power spec-
trum. In addition, the simple-source sound pressure levels are listed. These are re-
ferred sound pressure levels created by a nondirectional source emitting the same
acoustic power as the real source. Simple-source sound pressure levels (average sound
pressure levels given by eq. (9)) are used to calculate directivity index according to
equation (8). Directivity index is listed in a separate table for the sound pressure levels
in each frequency band and for the overall levels.
Tables of standard-day excess atmospheric attenuation are given, the first of which
is the attenuation per thousand feet of propagation distance. This table is computed from
the Referred Array as discussed in the section Excess atmospheric attenuation and is
used for all subsequent extrapolations. A second atmospheric attenuation table is given
which lists the exact adjustments that were made to the referred array to generate the
standard-day array for the same radius. The atmospheric adjustments vary from angle
to angle because the spectral shapes are accounted for as previously discussed.
Subsequent tables provide data extrapolated to selected sidelines. The first of these
sidelines is always at the same distance as the radius used for the standard-day data.
Punched cards. - In addition to the foregoing printed output, WODAG also punches
data into cards in the Working Data format as discussed previously. These cards are
intended for routine use at the user working level in conjunction with a family of pro-
grams and subroutines which are discussed next.
General Programs and Subroutines
A principal reason for the use of Working Data is to permit convenient access to
data in all its detail. Since the card data format is standardized and contains control
information, one set may be read into computer storage with a simple call to a sub-
routine. Similar calls to other subroutines will generate Referred Arrays, do extrapo-
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lations, generate perceived noise levels, and so forth. This modular approach to pro-
gramming for purposes of handling the data frees the user-programmer from concern
over routine data handling tasks. The use of other main programs permits nonprogram-
mers also to conveniently access, extrapolate, and analyze data starting with Working
Data (fig. 1). A number of programs used for these various purposes are discussed in
this section.
Source codes written in FORTRAN IV for all the programs which are discussed in
this report and other utility subroutines necessary to support them are given in appen-
dix B alphabetically by name. All program listings contain information which makes
them self-explanatory. Many of them have a general use to those engaged in noise work.
Others, described as "utility" routines, are used solely to perform very specific and
mundane calling program tasks.
Following is an alphabetical summary of all the programs in appendix B with de-




Assembles one set of Working Data already in storage into a
Referred Array.
Computes excess atmospheric attenuation in decibels for any temper-











curve-fits of data contained in reference 2.
I . I' IComputes simple-source sound pressure level (area-weighted aver-
age sound pressure level) from directional data on an arc. Results
used for directivity index calculations.
Computes excess atmospheric attenuation for all bands of a
fractional octave band spectrum considering spectrum shape. Also
extrapolates spectrum to a new distance, accounting for inverse
square and atmospheric attenuation.
Used for thorough comparison of noise characteristics of two sources.
Computes the differences between two sets of data. Differences in-
clude acoustic power (including front/rear power split arbitrarily
divided at 90° to the source axis), Referred Arrays, and perceived
noise levels and tone-corrected perceived noise levels for standard-








Extrapolates a Referred Array to any far-field radius or sideline,
accounting for inverse square and excess atmospheric attenuation.
(Utility)
Reads and assembles sets of Working Data and prepares printed out-
put of the basic data and standard-day arc extrapolations including
optional extrapolations to selected sideline distances. (Output iden-
tical with that of WODAG commencing with Referred Array.) •
(Utility)
Computes perceived noise level in PNdB in accordance with refer-
ence 3.
Computes tone-corrected perceived noise level (PNLT) for a one-
third-octave band sound spectrum in accordance with reference 4.
Also computes perceived noise level.
Computes total acoustic power by incremental area summation for a
set of angles and referred sound pressure levels on an arc. Per-
fectly reflective gound plane assumed.
(Utility)
Prepares a compact one-page table of data in a format suitable for
reporting purposes. The output includes standard-day extrapolated I
! : ' ! i
data on an arc, total acoustic power, power spectrum, simple-source
sound pressure levels (which, with nominal band atmospheric attenua-
tion, permit quick evaluation of directivity index), and optional side-




Reads one set of Working Data from cards into storage.
As discussed herein, standardizes measured data, prepares data
listings, and punches Working Data.















Methods of data handling and computer programs have been presented which have
proven useful for a wide variety of tasks with data from the full-scale fan and engine
acoustic test facilities at the Lewis Research Center. These methods center on the use
of immediately accessible data punched into cards as standard-format Working Data
which include power level, normalized power spectrum, and directivity index. Working
Data are useful in understanding mechanisms of generation, developing prediction
methods, and executing empirical predictions. Working Data and the associated pro-
grams also simplify the problems of user-programmers and nonprogrammers in the
tasks of accessing and manipulating the data and increase the productivity and quality of
data analyses. It is hoped that these advantages, in addition to the information pre-
sented herein, will be of use to others and may lead ultimately to improvements in in-
formation exchange.
Lewis Research Center,
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,




WORKING DATA CARD FORMAT
Working Data are normalized acoustic data arranged in a standard format and used
for card input for a variety of data analysis programs. A single set of data is complete
and self-contained and represents the acoustic emission properties for one operating
condition of a sound source.
The data are arranged in five blocks. Block 1 consists always of four cards of
identifying information. This information is not manipulated in any way but is read
alphanumerically. Any or all of the four cards may be blank, and all 80 card columns
may be used.
Block 2 consists of a single card providing control data and identification of the
particular operating conditions for this data set. The data, location, and format on the
block 2 card are as follows:
Card column 1 5 . 13 21 24 '. ... 27
Variable NCONF RPM PCS NF * NM NB




NF number of fractional-octave band filters employed, up to 27
NM number of equally spaced angles for the data array, up to 19
NB 1/NB -octave frequency bands
Obviously, where NCONF, RPM, and PCS as defined are inappropriate for the sound
source, other operating variables may be used.
Block 3 consists of one, two, or three cards, depending on the value of NF. The
first card is arranged in the following way:
Card column 1 7 13 19 ... 67
Variable name PWL SUMN PSM(l) PSM(2) ... PSM(IO)
FORTRAN format F6.1 F6. 1 F6.1 F6.1 ... F6.1
14
I O
PWL total acoustic power level, dB referenced to 10 W
SUMN antilogarithmic sum in decibels of the normalized power spectrum
PSM(I) normalized power spectrum, the power spectrum from which has been sub-
tracted the maximum band level
Cards 2 and 3 of block 3, when they exist, are arranged as follows:
Card column 1 13 19 ... 67
Variable (Blank) • PSM(ll) PSM(12) ... PSM(20)
FORTRAN format 12x F6.1 F6.1 ...
Card column 1 13 19 • • • 49
Variable (Blank) PSM(21) PSM(22) ... PSM(27)
FORTRAN format 12x F6.1 F6.1 ...
 F6 1
The index of PSM(I) terminates with the value of NF.
Block 4 consists of at least one card having the increment angle DT followed by the
actual microphone angles AI(J), continuing on to the first column of a second card if
necessary. The format is 12F6.1/8F6. 1. Not counting the increment angle, the number
of angles agrees with the value of NM.
Block 5 cards contain the directivity index DI(I, J) for each frequency band denoted
by both a band number I and the band center frequency NFIL(I). The subscript J de-
notes angle. Block 5 consists of NF sets of one or two cards each. The card formats
for the Ith set are
Card column . 1 7 13 19 ... 67
Variable name I NFIL(I) DI(1,1) DI(1,2) ... DI(1,10)
FORTRAN format 16 16 F6. 1 F6.1 ... F6. 1
Card column 1 13 ... 61
Variable name (Blank) DI(I, 11) ... DI(I, 19)
FORTRAN format 12x F6. 1 ... F6.1
15
The index J of DI(I, J) terminates with the value of NM.
A listing of a typical set of working data is given in table IV. The maximum num-




SUBKUUriNE ANGLE ( A I , M M )
SUBROUTINE ANGLE ( A I . N M ) 1
C /ANGLE - ANGLE OUTPUT/ ?.
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 3C « * 4
C * UTILITY ROUTINE TO OUTPUT ANGLE ARRAY. . * 5
C * ' * 6
C * AI ANGLES * 7
C * NM NUMBER Of ANGLES .* 8
C * * • 9
C * $ $ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * < = * * * * * 1 0
D I M E N S I O N A I ( 1 9 ) 1 1
W R I T E ( 6 ,1) ( A I ( I ) , I = 1 ,NM ) 12
1 FORMAT ( 10X,5HANGLt ,19F6.0) 13
W R I T E ( 6 , 2 ) 14





























/APNUB - ARRAY PNDB/










































































































/ASMBL - ASSEMBLE DATA/
ASSEMBLES ONE SET OF WORKING DATA FKOM COMMON BLOCK /WO/ INTO
A REFERRCD ARRAY.
R RADIUS FOR REFERRED A R R A Y "
SL ' REFERRED ARRAY
DIMENSION SL(27f 19)
COMMON /WD/A<20,4) , NCONF , RPM, PCS , NF, NM, NB, Ph'L , SUMN , PSM( 27 ) , DT ,
1 AI (IS), NFIL127) ,01(27,19)
VARIABLES IN COMMON BLOCK /WO/
A(20,4) FOUR CARi;S OF ID (WORD LENGTH 4)
NCONF CONFIGURATION NUMBER
RPM SPEED IN RPM
PCS PERCENT SPEEC
NF NUMBER OF FREQUENCY BANDS
NM NUMBER OF ANGLES
NB 1/NB-OCTAVf. BANDS
PWL OVERALL ACOUSTIC POWER LFVFA
SUMN DECIBEL SUM OF NORMALIZED POWER SPECTRUM
PSM<77) NORMAL I ZHD POWER SPECTRUM
OT ANGLE INCREMENT
All 19) ANGLES
NFIL(27) BAND CENTER FREQUENCIES
01(27,19) DIRECTIVITY INDEX
F = 3. 1415927/180. j
RHO=0. 0023769
C=1116.3975





IF (AI( D.GT.0.0) GO TO 1
SUM=SUM+1.0
NFT = 2





SUM=SUM+SIN< AI ( J)*P)
FAC=CUNST/(RHO*C)*SPHERE*SIN(OT/2.Q*F)*SUM
DELTA=13j.O+10.0*ALOG10(FAC)
PPSUM = PWL-SUMN-OEL TA
DC 4 I=1,NF
PSUM=PPSUM+PSM ( I )
DO 4 J=1,NM
























































































SURRUUTIf-ic ATMAT ( F, *H, 0 1ST , FKE« , A T T ) 1
C /ATMAT '- ATMCSPHhlRIC ATTENUATION/ ?
f ; . * * * * * * , * , * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ; * * : * * * * * * * 3
C * * 4
C * CCMPUFES EXCESS ATMOSPHERIC ATTENUATION IN DECIBELS FOR GIVEN * 5
C * TEMPERATURE, RELATIVE HUMIDITY, DISTANCE, AND FREQUENCY. * 6
C * USES EMPIRICAL CURVE-FITS OF DATA CONTAINED IN SOCIETY OF * 7
C * AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERS AEROSPACE RECOMMENDED PRACTICE NO. £66, * 8
C * AUGUST, 1964. * 9
C * * 10
C * T TEMPERATURE (DEGREES FAHRENHEIT) * 11
C * RH RELATIVE HUMIDITY * 12
c * DIST DISTANCE IFEET) * 13
C * FREQ FREQUENCY (HFRFZ) * 14
C * ATT ATTENUATION (DECIBELS) * 15
C * * 16
C * * * * * # * * * * # * * * * * * # * * * * * * # * * * * * . . * * # « * 17
DIMENSION A(22) * 18
DATA A/O.670,0.750,0.652,0.570,0.505,0.452,0.406,0.369,0.335, 19
1 0. 3 :;8,0.286,0.268,0. 2 53, 0.240, 0.2 31 ,0.225,0.220,0.215,0.210, 20
2 0.203,0.202,0.200/ 21
AC=(0.1*(FR£Q/l.JOO.O)**2.05)/< 1.651-.001-J3*T ) **2 .05 22





IF (HH.GT.0.25) GO TO 1 28
AA=1.2*HH 29
GO TO 8 30
1 IF (HH.GT.0.60) GO TO 2 31
AA=1.543*HH-.086 32
GO TO 8 33
2 IF (HH.GT.0.95) GO TO 3 34
AA=Q.84+0.16*SIN< 3.14159/2.C*(HH-Q.6)/0.35) 35
GO TO 8 36
3 IF (HH.GT.1.25) GO TO 4 37
AA=0.37+0.13*COS(3.14159/2.0*(HH-0.95)/O.3) . 38
GO TO 8 39
4 IF (HH.GT.6.5) GO TO 7 40
HTESTM.25 „ 41
00 5 1=2,22 42
HTEST = HTEST-i-0.25 . 43
IF (HH.LE.HTEST) GO TO 6 44
5 CONTINUE 45
6 AA = A( I ) + ((HTEST-HH)/0.25)*<A(I-1)-A(I)) 46








SUBROUTlNt AVSLH ( SL, AI, UI ,,NM,.C,L'R ): - . - ; • . - . .; ... , ,-. •• - 1
C /AVSLR - AVERAGc SL UN AM ARC/ ,.. . . : • ' .; 2
C t * * - * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * , J
C * ' ; . .' -. • • . - . . • - . - .-. * ft
C * COMPUlbS SIMPLE-SOURCt SOUND PRESSURE LEVEL (AKtA-Wc IGHT.tD * - 5
C * AVERAGE SOUND PRESSURF LCVEL) FROM OIREC FlONAb 'DAT A- UN. AN ARC. '* 6
C * RESULTS USED FOR DIRECTIVITY IiNDEX CALCULATION. * 7
C . . * • • . . . . . • * 8
C- * SL RtFERRED DATA ON AN ARC * 9
C- * AI • CURRESPONDING ANGLES • • - : . * 10
C .* DT ANGLE INCREMENT • .• * 11
C * NM NUMBER OF ANGLES '• ' * 12
C . * SLR AVERAGE SOUND PRESSURE LHVEL * 13
C * . , ' * 14
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * . 1 5
DIMENSION SH19)fAI(19) . . -• . 16
F = 3.1*15927/180.0 . 17
NFT = 1 ; . . ' .. ! . . . . - • • „ • . - • 18
NLT = NM . : - - . . • • ... • . , 19
SUM = 0.0 , - . . -••. . 20
SUMD = o.O ; • • • . • " - • ' . 21
IF (AI(l).GT.Q.J) GO TO 1 . • 22
= SUM-t-lC.O**lSL( l>/10.:i) 23
= SUMD+1.0 . . . - . • • 2 4
NFT = ?. . - . 25
IF (AI(NM).LT.180.0) GO TU 2 . 26
SUM=SUM+10.0**(SL(NM)/10.Q) . • 27
SUMD+1.0 ' . . , . . - . • . - . 28
M-1 . 29
SUM=TANIDT/4.a*F)/2.0*SUM • . . 30
SUMD=TAN(DT/4.0*F)/2.0*SUMD . 31
DO 3 J=NFT,NLT • 32
SUM=SUM+10.0**(SL(J)/10.0)*SIN<AI(J)*F) . . - 33
SUMD=SUMD+SIN(AI(J)*F) 34
SLR=1C.O*ALOG10(SUM/SUMD) ; • . 35
RETURN 36
END - ' ,' • 37-
£*>
SUBROUTINE BASP/M (A,RT,NF,NB,T,RH,TFA,H,ATA I - 1
C /GASPAT - BAND SPECTRUM ATTENUATION/ 2
C * * * * * * * * * « * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ' * * * * * * * * * * 3
C * . - * 4
C * COMPUTES FRACTIONAL-OCTAVE BAND EXCESS ATMOSPHERIC ATTENUATION * 5
C * CONSIDERING SPECTRUM SHAPE. KXTRAPOLATtS SPECTRUM TO MEW * 6
C * DISTANCE ACCOUNTING FOR INVERSE SQUARE AND EXCESS ATMOSPHERIC . * 7
C * ' ATTENUATION. ... . - * 8
C * * 9
C * A REFERRED SPECTRUM • * 10
C * RT CORRESPONDING RADIUS.. ,' . . . * 11
C * NF NUMBER OF FREQUENCY BANDS . . * 12
C * NB 1/NB-CCTAVE FREQUENCY BANDS * 13
C * T TEMPERATURE (DEGREES FAHRENHEIT) .* 14
C * RH RELATIVE HUMIDITY. . . * 15
C * TFA ATTENUATION IN DECIBELS PER THOUSAND FEET
C * R RADIUS FOR ATTENUATED SPECTRUM. •
C * ATA ATTENUATED SPECTRUM AT R






C * CALLS ATMAT ' , . * 21
C * * 22




DO 1 I=1,NLS ' 27
M(I,2)=A(I+1)-A(I) 28







F1 = 1.0 • . - . 36
IF (N8.EQ.1) .Fl = 10.0**1.8 . 37
IF (NO.EQ.3) Fi=10.0**1.7 38
DO 3 I=1,NF - , 39.
FC=10.0**(0.3/B*FLOAT( I-l))*Fl . : . 40
CALL ATMAT < T, RH, I'.-OO.O, FC, AC ) 41
SL=1.0 ' 42
SLA = 10.0**(-AC/10.1>) 43





S L = SL+10.Q**(EL/10.0)-HO.O**(ER/10.0) " ' , - . • • 4 9
FL=10.0**(0.3/BI*XL)*FC 50
FR = 10.0**(0.3/BI«=XR)*FC • 51
CALL ATMAT (T,RH,1000.0,FL,AL ) 52
CALL ATKAT (T, RH, 1 .'00.0, FR, AR) ' • 53
2 SLA = SLA-HO.O**( (EL-AD/10.01+10.0**« ER-AR)/10.0) 54
TFAI I)=10.0*ALOG10(SL)-10.0*ALOG10(SLA) 55




























/DADIFF - DATA DIFFERENCE/
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN TWO SETS OF DATA, INCLUDING
POWER, REFERRED ARRAY, AND EXTRAPOLATED DATA.




















COKHUN A(20,4,2),AI<19,2),NFIL(27,2 I,NCONF(2),RPM(2),PCS(2), 12
1 NB(2),NF<2),NM(2),DT(2) 13
COMMON /WD/AA( 20,4),NCON,KP,PC,NNF,NNM,NiNB,PW,SUMN,PS(27),DTT , 14
1AAI ( 19) ,NFH27 ) ,01 1(27,19) 15
DIMENSION DK27,19,2),TSL(27,19,2»,TBL<27,19,2) ' 16
DIMENSION PSM(27,2),AF(19,2),AR(19,2),Fl19,2>,R(19,2),TW(27,2), 17
1 TPWL<27,2),FPSM(27,2) ,RPSM(27,2),DIF(27,19) 18
DIMENSION SUM<19,2 I,FW<27,2 I,RW<27,2) • 19
DIMENSION PWL(2),SOM(2 ),WF(27),W(27),WR(27),PWF<2),PWRI2), 20
1 OELTF<27),OELTR(27),DIFF(29) 21


































































ONE CARD WITH UP TO FIVE SIDELINE DISTANCES,
OR A BLANK CARD FOR NO SIDELINE EXTRAPOLATIONS.
DO 3 1=1,5







READ, ASSEMBLE TWO SETS OF DATA
DO 10 K=l,2
CALL WDATA
INPUT DATA REQUIRED . : .
ONE UR MORE PAIR UF SETS OF WORKING DATA.
























DC 7 J= 1,4












DO 9 1=1, NNF
PSM( l,K)=PSM)
NFILd ,K)=NFI( I )
DO 9 J=1,NNM
DHI,J,K)=DIHI,J)
















DO 14 1=1, NHF
DO 14 J=1,NMM
TBL( I,J,K)=TSL( I.JfK)
DO 15 1=1, NFF






NMF = JS .
20





R( JJ,K)=TSL( It J,K)
CALL fOWER (F(1,K) ,100.0, AF( 1,K ) , VMF, DT< K ) , 59. 0,29. 92..FPSM ( I , K) ,FW
1U,K) ) .
CALL POWER <R< 1,K), 100.0, AR( 1 , K ) , NMR.OTI K) , 59. 0,29. 92 ,RPSM{ I , K) , RW
HI.KI)
TW( I,K)=FW( I,K)+RW(I,K)





































































PWL(K)=130.0-HO.O*ftLOG10(W(K) ) ' 130
PWR(K)=13G.O-HO.O*ALOG10(HR(K) ) . 131
22 CONTINUE ' 132
DPWL=PWL(2)-PWL(1) 133
NFF=MINO(NF<1),NF(2)) 13*
00 23 1=1,NFF 135
IF (NFILd,II.NE.NFILC 1,2)1 -FTEST=.FALSE. 136
23 CONTINUE 137
C . 138
C SHIFT SPECTRUM ARRAYS TO GET FREQUENCY CORRESPONDENCE 139
C ' ' ' 140
IF (NB(1).EQ.NB(2).AND..NOT.FTEST) GO TO 24 141
GO TO 30 142
24 IF (NFIL(1,2).GT.NFIL(1,1)) GO TO 25 143
LL=2 • 1**
LH=1 145
GO TO 26 , 146




DO 27 1=1,11 151





DO 29 1=1,11 157
K=I+ID-1 158
NFILd ,LL)=NFIL(K, LL) 159
JJ=NM(LL) 160
DO 29 J=1,JJ 161
29 TBLU,J,LL)=TBL(K,J,LL) 162
NFF=MINO(NFd) ,NF<?) ) 163
FTEST=.TRUE. 164
C 165
C SHIFT ANGLE ARRAYS TO GET ANGLE CORRESPONDENCE 166
C 167
30 CONTINUE . 168
NMM=MlNO(NMd),NM<2)) 169
IF <DTd).EQ.DT<2)) GO TO 31 170
ATEST=.FALSE. 171
GO TO 37 172
31 IF (AI d,2).GT.AKl,l) ) GO TO 32 173
LL=2 174
LH=1 175
GO TO 33 176
32 LL=1 177
LH = 2 •'" 178
33 CONTINUE 179
JJ=NM«LL) 180
DO 34 J=1,JJ , 181
IF (AI(J,LL).EQ.AI(1,LH)) GO TO 35 182
34 CONTINUE 183


















WRITE (6,33) ' 201
3 8 FORMAT ( 1 H ,40X,45HP O W E R L E V E L D I F F E R E N C E S / / 2 0 2
147X,33H(DATA SET TWO MINUS DATA SET ONE) / / ) 203
IF (FTEST.AND.SPLini).AND.SPLIT(2)1 GO TO 45 204
. WRITE (6,39) PWL(2),PWL(1),DPWL . 205
39 FORMAT (1H ,22X,11HTOTAL POWER//15X,27HSET TWO SET ONE DELTA PWL 206
1//4X,8HUVERALL ,3F9.1) 207
IF (FTEST) GO TO 4L 208
WRITE (6,40) 209
40 FORMAT (1H2,30X,83H(FREQUENCIES INCOMPATIBLE FOR COMPARISON, NO 90 210
1 DEGREE ANGLE TO PERMIT 90/90 SPLIT)) 211
GO TO 54 212
41 WRITE (6,42) 213
42 FORMAT (1H ,3X,8HOVERALL .3F9.1//15H BAND FREQUENCY) 214
DO 43 1=1,NFF 215
DELTA=TPWL(1,2I-TPWLII,1) 216
43 WRITE (6,44) I , NFI L ( I , 1) , TPWLU , 2) , TPWL ( I , 1) .DELTA 217
44 FORMAT (IH ,13, 18,3F9.1) 218
. GO TO 54 219
45. WRITE (6,46) 220
46 FORMAT (1H ,22X,11HTOTAL POWER,45X,14HFRONT QUADRANT,19X,13HREAR Q 221
1UADRANT//15X.27HSET TWO SET ONE DELTA PWL,26X,2(5X,27HSET TWO S 222
2ET ONE DELTA PWL)//) 223
DPF=PWF(2)-PWF(1) 224
. DPR=PWR(2)-PWR(1) ' 225
WRITE (6,47) PWL(2),PWL(1),DPWL,PWF(2),PWF(1).DPF.PHR(2),PWR(1),DP 226
1R 227
47 FORMAT (1H ,3X,8HOVERALL ,3F9.1*24X,8HOVERALL ,3F9.1,5X,3F9.I//) 228
IF (FTEST) GO TO 49 229
. - WRITE (6,48) 230
48 FORMAT (1H2.41H(FREQUtNCIES INCOMPATIBLE FOR COMPARISON)) 231
GO TO 54 232
49 WRITE (6,50) 233
50 FORMAT (IH ,15H BAND FREQUENCY,45X,14HBAND FREQUENCY) 234
DO 51 1=1,NFF 235
DELTF(I)=FPSM(I,2)-FPSM(1,1) 236
51 OELTR(I)=RPSM(I,2)-RPSM(I,1) 237
DO 52 1=1,NFF 238
OELTA=TPWL(I,2)-TPWL(1,1) 239
52 WRITE (6,53) I,NFIL(I,II,TPWL(I,2),TPWL(I,1).DELTA,I,NFIL(I,1),FPS 240
1MU,2),FPSM(I,1),DELTF(I),RPSM(I,2),RPSM(I,1),DELTR(I) 241
53 FORMAT (IH ,I 3,18,3F9.1,21X,I 3,18,3F9.1,5X,3F9.1) 242
C 243
C PAGE TWO OUTPUT 244
C 245
54 WRITE (6,1) 246
CALL TITLE2 247
WRITE (6,55) 248
5 5 FORMAT ( I H ,32X,61HD I F F E R E N C E S O F R E F E R R E D 2 4 9
25
1 D A T A //47X, 33H(DATA SET TWO MINUS DATA SET ONE)//) 250
IF (ATEST) GO TU 57 251
WRITE (6,56) 252
56 FORMAT ( !H2,45H(DArA SF.T ANGLES INCOMPATIBLE FOR COMPARISON)) 253
GO TO 6 254
57 WRIT6 (6,58) (A I (J,1),J = l,NMM) 255
•58 FORMAT (1H ,9X,5HANGLE,19F6.0) 256
WRITE (6,59) . 257
59 FORMAT (//) 258
00 60 K=l,2 259
00 60 J=1,NMM 260
60 CALL OBSUM (TBL( 1, J,K),NFF,SUM(J,K)) 261
DO 61 J=1,NMM 262
61 D1FF(J)=SUM(J,2)-SUM(J,l) . 263
WRITE (6,62) (DIFF(J),J=1,NMM) . 264
62 .FORMAT (1H ,7X,7HOVERALL,19F6.1) 265
IF (FTEST) GO TG 64 266
WRITE (6,63) . 267
63 FORMAT (1H2,30X,50H(DATA SET FREQUENCIES INCOMPATIBLE FOR COMPARIS 268
ION)) . 269
GO TO 69 270
64 DO 65 I=1,NFF 271
DO 65 J=1,NMM . .272
65 DIF(I,J)=TBL(I,J,2 )-TBL(I,J,1 I 273
WRITE (6,66) 274
66 FORMAT (1H .14HBAND FREQUENCY) . 275
DO 67 I=1,NFF . 276
67 WRITE (6,68) I,NF I L( I, 1),(OIF( I,J ) ,J = l,NMM) . 277
68 FORMAT (1H ,13,18,3X,19F6.1) . 278
69 CONTINUE . 279
C 280
C
 s PAGE THREE OUTPUT 281
C 282
If (NS.LE.O) GO TO 6 ' -. 283
WRITE (6,1) 284
CALL TITLE2 . 285
: WRITE (6,70) T,RH . 286
70 FORMAT (1H ,20X,83HPERCEIVED AND TONE-CORRECTED RERCEIVED NOISE"LE 287.
1VELS AND DIFFERENCES ALONG S IDEL INES///5GX , F5. 1..3H F,,F5.1,11H PER 288
2CENT RH) 289
DO 81 KK=1,NS : . . . • 290
IF (KK.EQ.3.0R.KK.E0.5) WRITE (6,1) 291
IF (KK.EQ.3.0R.KK.EQ.5) CALL TITLE2 292
IF (KK.EQ.3.0R.KK.FQ.5) WRITE .(6,70) T,RH - ' 293
DO 71 K=l,2 294
NM1=1 295
IF (AI(l.K).LE.O.O) NM1=2 . 296
. IF (AI (NMM.K).GE.lfiO.O ) NMM = NMM-1 297
DO 71 J=NM1,NMM . . 298
ROIST=S(KK)/SIN(AI(J,K)*3.1415927/180.0) " 299
CALL BASPAT (TBL(1,J,K),100.0,NFF,NB,T,RH,TFA,ROTST,ATA(1,J,K)) 300
71 CALL PNLT (ATA( 1, J ,K),PNL(J,K),PNT(J,K)) 301
DO 72 J=NM1,NMM 302
72 DPNL(J)=PNL(J,2)-PNL(J,1). . . 303
WRITE (6,73) S(KK) ,(AI ( J , 1)., J=NM1, NMM ) 304
73 FORMAT (///,HX,F6.0,12H FT SI DELINE//5X,5HANGLE,5X,19F6.0) 305
WKITE (6,74) (PNL(J,2),J=NM1,NMM) . 306
74 . FORMAT (1H0.1X,12HSET TWO PNDB,IX,19F6.1) 307
WRITE (6,75) (PNL(J,II,J=NM1,NMM) . 308
75 FORMAT (1H ,1X,12HSET ONE PNDB,IX,19F6.1) 309
W R I T E (6 ,76) (DPNL(J ) ,J=NM1,MMM) 310
76 . F O R M A T ( IHOt lX . lOHIJELTA PNIDB, 3X, 19F6. I ) 311
DO 77 J=NM1,NMM " 312
26
77 Dt>NT( J)=PNT(J,2)-PNT(J,1) 313
WRITF. (6,78) (PNT( J,2),J=NM1,NMK) 31'«
78 FORMAT (1HO,1X,12HSET TWO PNLT,IX,19F6.i) 315
WRITE (6,79) ( PNT( J,l) ,J=NM1,NMM) 316
79 FORMAT (1H ,1X,12HSET ONC PNLT,IX,19F6.i) 317
WRITE (6,30) (DPNT(J),J=NMlfNMM) 318
80 FORMAT ( 1H j , IX , 1 JHOELT A PniLT , 3X, 1SF6. 1 ) 319
81 CONTINUE 320
WRITE (6,1) 321
GO TO 6 322
END 323-




















/UBSUK - DECIBEL SUM/
UTILITY ROUTINE TO COMPUTE A DECIBEL SUM { ANT ILOGARI THMIC SUM)
FOR A NUMBER OF LEVELS.
• •
A ARRAY OF DECIBEL VALUES





















































































SUBROUTINE FARDTA ( SL, RT ,MF,NB, NM, .41 , T , KH.DIST , 1C, FARSL)
/FARDTA - FAR DATA/
EXTRAPOLATES REFERRED ARRAY TO'A FAR FIELD RADIUS OR SIDELINE




NF NUMBER OF FREQUENCY BANDS
NB 1/NB-CCTAVE FREQUENCY BANDS
NM NUMBER OF ANGLES . • .
AI ANGLES . , ~" ' . . ' " . ' .
T TEMPERATURE (DEGREES FAHRENHEIT) .
RH RELATIVE HUMIDITY
 ; ' '". ,
OIST DISTANCE FKOM SOURCE FOR 'EXTRAPOL AT ION . - ;. .
1C CONTROL. IF 1C EQUALS ZERO, ,'D 1 ST I S 'TAKEN AS .A
RADIUS ABOUT THt SOURCE. IF 1C ="l, DIST IS TAKEN .
AS NORMAL DISTANCE TO A PARALLEL SIDELINE.
FARSL EXTRAPOLATED DATA AKRAY HIM A KADIUS OR SIDELINE
CALLS BASPAT •




IF ( IC.EQ.O) GO TO 3 . • • . . - . . . : . : ,
IF { IC.EQ.l) GO TO 2 •. . . .























FORMAT (62H SIDELINE OR RADIUS NOT CORRECTLY SPECIFIED, SUBROUTINE
1 FARDTA) , •.. .,.. . . - . • : - . . ; . . • • . • .. . • • . • . . • • • ; . . •. ... :
RETURN " ' ^| . - , - - . • : • -,- .-.-.':.
ST=SIN(AI(J)*F)
IF. (ST.LE.O.Q) GO TO 4 ... -•• . - •.
 L ,•
RDIST=DIST/ST
CALL BASPAT (SL( 1 , J) , RT, NF, NB, T,RH, TFA,RDIST, FARSL (1, J );):.
GO TO 6
D O 5 I=1,NF . . . . . . . . . . . . , . .




END .- . - • • • ' . , , • -•














































SUBROUTINE GRAPH (SL.NF) . 1
C /GRAPH - GRAPH UUTPUT ON PRINTER/ 2
C * • * 4
C * UTILITY ROUTINE TO PRINT GRAPH OF A NORMALIZED ARRAY. * 5
C * * 6
C * SL NORMALIZED ARRAY . * 7
C * NF NUMBER OF ELEMENTS OF ARRAY * 8
C * * 9
DIMENSION SL(27),P(132),D(4) 11
DATA BLANK/IN / • 12
28
DATA X,PI,ZERO, S I GN ,D/1HG, 1HI , 1HO , 1H- , 1H1', 1H2, 1H3, 1H4/
WRITE (6,1)









IF (L.EO.ll I GO TO 4 ..
IF (L.E0.21) GO TO 4
IF (L.rQ.31) GO TO 4







IF (L.EQ.41) GO TO 5 . .
GO TO 7





00 8 1=1,NF |
IF (SL(II.GE.A.AND.SLII).LT.B) P(4*I+20)=X
8 CONTINUE ,. j
9 WRITE (6,10) (1P( I),1=1,132) 1


















































/LIST - LIST DATA ON PRINTER/
t * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
READS, ASSEMBLES SETS OF WORKING DATA AND PREPARES PRINTED






* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
COMMON /WO/A(20,4 ) ,NCONF, KPM, PCS, NF,.NM,NB, PWL, SUMN ,PSM I 27 ) , DT ,













C i s * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 12
C * * 13
C * VARIAbLES IN CCKKOM BLOCK /Wl)/ * 14
C * * 15
C * A(20,4) FOUR CAKUS OF ID (WORD L£NGTH 4) * 16
C * NCONF CUNF ICUR^.T ION NUMBER "'' * 17
C * KPM SPEED IN RPM . . * 18
C * PCS PERCENT SPEED . " * 19
C * NF NUMBER OP FREQUENCY BANDS * 20
C * NM NUMBER OF ANGLES . * 21
C * NB 1/NB-GCTAVE BANDS * 22
C * PWL OVERALL ACOUSTIC POWER LEVEL * 23
C * SUMN DECIBrL SUM OF NORMALIZED POWER SPECTRUM * 24
C * PSM(27) NORMALIZED POWEK SPECTRUM * 25
C * DT ANGLE INCREMENT . * 26
C * AH 19) ANGLES . . ' '. * 27
C * flFIL(27) BAND CENTER FREQUENCIES ' " * 28
C * 01(27,19) DIRECTIVITY INDEX * 29
C * ' . . ' " • ' . . ' * . 3 0
C * * * * * * * * . * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ' * * * * 31
DIMENSION BUF(27,19),TFA(27,19),SL(27,19) 32
DIMENSION AM(19) 33
DIMENSION B(27),C(27) ,0( 27 ) , E ( 27 ) , SLR ( 27 ) 34
DIMENSION DS(6),SD(5) 35
C 36
C DEFINE NUMBER OF SIDELINE DISTANCES 37
C 3.8
READ (5,1) RSTD,(SU( I ),I = i,5) 39
1 FORMAT (6F6.0) - 40
Q * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 41
C: * • * 42
,C * INPUT DATA REQUIRED * 43
C ' * * 44
C * ' ONE CARD WITH UP TO FIVE SIDELINE DISTANCES, ' * 45
C * OR A BLANK CAKD FOR NO SIDELINE EXTRAPOLATIONS. * 46
C * . ' . . . . • * 4 7
£- * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 43
0 0 2 1=1,5 . 4 9
IF (SD(I).LE.O.O) GO TO 3 50
2 CONTINUE . 51
NR=5 _ 52
GO TO 4 53




5 CALL WDATA . 58
C * INPUT DATA REQUIRED * 60
C * * 61
C * ONE OR MORE SETS OF WORKING DATA TO BE LISTED. * 62
C * . * 63
CALL ASMBL (RSTD.SL) • 65
C , 6 6
C . 6 7
C TITLE PAGE • . ; 68
C 69
WRIT6 (6,6) 70
6 FORMAT (1H1) 71
WRITE (6,7) 72
7 FORMAT (LH4,46X,35hN O I S E D A T A L I S T I N G////52X,26HC 7 3
10MPUTED FROM WORKING DATA//64X,2HUF///) 74
30
DO 3 J = l,4 75
8 W R I T E (6 ,9 ) ( A ( I , J ) , 1 = 1 , 2 J ) 76
9 FORMAT ( . i O X f 2 0 A 4 ) 77
W R I T C (6,10) 78
10 FORMAT (/) 79
WRITE (6,11) NCONF,PCS,RPM,NF,NJ8,NFIL<1),NF1L(NF),NM,DT,AI(1),AI(N 80
1M) 81
11 FORMAT (1H ,31X,13HCONFIGUXATION,14,10X.F5.1.14H PERCENT SPEED,10X 82
1,F8.C,4H RPM//43X,12,5H - 1/,I1,18H OCTAVE BANDS FROM,15,3H TO,[6, 83
26H HERTZ//42X,I3.13H ANGLES EVERY,F4.0,13H DEGREES FROM,F5.0,3H TO 84
3.F5.0) 85
C 86
C PAGE THREE 87
C REFERRED ARRAY 88
C '89
CALL TITLE (A,NCONF,RPM,PCS) 90
WRITE (6,12) RSTD 91
12 FORMAT (52X.27HR E F E R R E D A R R A Y//33X,7HOATA AT,F6.1,42H 92
1 FT RADIUS WITH NO ATMOSPHERIC ATTENUATION/45X,40H(FOR POWER AND D 93
2IRECT1VITY COMPUTATIONS)//) 94
CALL ANGLE (AI,NM) 95
CALL OASPL (SL,NM,NF,E) 96
WRITE (6,13) (E( I),I=1,NM) 97
13 FORMAT (15H COMPUTED OASPL,19F6.1) 98
WRITE (6,10) 99
CALL TBLOP <SL,NF.NFIL,NM,1) 100
C 101
C 102
C PAGE FOUR ' 103
C ACOUSTIC POWER 104
C 105
C COMPUTE TOTAL POWER, WATTS 106
C 107
W=l.;jE-l3*10.0**<PWL/10.0) 108
CALL AVSLR (E,AI,DT,NM,SLRO) 109
C 110
C COMPUTE POWER SPECTRUM 111
C 112
DO 14 1=1,NF • 113
14 C(I)=PWL-SUMN+PSM(I) 114
DO 16 1=1,NF . 115
DO 15 J=1,NM 116
15 D(J)=SL(I,J) . 117
16 CALL AVSLR (D ,A I ,DT .NM,SLR( I ) ) 118
CALL TITLE (A,NCUNF,RPM,PCS) 119
WRITE (6,17) RSTD 120
1 7 FORMAT (40X.53HA C O U S T I C P O W E R C O M P U T A T I O N 1 2 1
1 S/ / ,73X,10HNORMALUED,10X,6HSIMPLE/29X,4HBAND,8X,9HFREQUENCY,4X,3 122
21HPOWEK SPECTRUM POWER SPECTRUM,5X,15HSOURCE SPL, R =,F6.1,3H FT 123
3/ /1 124
DO 13 1 = 1 , N F 125
18 W R I T E (6,19) I , N F I L ( I ) , C ( I ) , P S M ( I ) , S L R ( I ) 126
19 FORMAT (30X,I2,I16,3F17.1) 127
W R I T C (6,20) SUMN.SLRO 128
20 FORMAT ( /75X.F7.1,8H OVERALL,F9.1,8H UVEKALL) 129
WRITE (6,21) 130
21 FORMAT ( / , 55X ,20HTDTAL ACOUSTIC POWER/72X,3H-13) 131
W R I T E (6 ,22) P W L , W 132
22 FORMAT ( 5 2 X , 5 H P W L =,F6.1,16H DB Rb 10 W A T T / / 5 8 X , 3 H W =,F7.l,6H WA 133
1 T T S / ) 134.
C 135
C 136
C PAlif: FIVE 137
31
C NORMALIZED POWER SPECTRUM (GRAPH) 138~
C ' 139
CALL TITLE (A,NCONF,RPM,PCS) ' 140
CALL GRAPH (PSM.NF) - 141
C 142
C 143
C PAGE SIX 144
C - DIRECTIVITY INDEX . 145
C 1*6
CALL T ITLE (A, NCONF, RPM, PC'S) . 147
W R I T E (6 ,23 ) 148
23 FORMAT (50X,33HC I R E C T I V I T Y I N D E X//) 149
CALL ANGLE (AI.NM) . 150
CALL TBLOP (DI,NF,NFIL,NM,1) 151
CALL AVSLR (E,AI,Of,NM,D10) 152
DO 24 J=1,NM • . 153
24 E(J)=E(J)-DIO 154
WRITE (6,25) (E(J),J=1,NM) . 155
25 FORMAT (8X,7HOVERALL,19F6.1) - 156
C - • . . . 1 5 7
C 158
C PAGE SEVEN . . 159
C ATMOSPHERIC ATTENUATION • 160
C : , 161
•C COMPUTE THOUSAND FOOT EXCESS ATTENUATION 162
C • ; . - ' • 1 6 3
DO 26 J=1,NM 164
26 CALL BASPAT (SL<1,J),RSTD,NF,NB,59.0,70.0,TFA(1,J),RSTD,B) 165
C 166
CALL TITLE (A,NCONF,RPH!,PCS) . ' 167
WRITE (6i27) 168
27 FORMAT (43X,45HA T M O S P H E R I C A T T . E N U A T I D N//35X, 169
161HSTANDARD DAY EXCESS ATMOSPHERIC ATTENUATION PER THOUSAND FEET// 170
237X.56HCOMPUTEO FROM REFERRED ARRAY CONSIDERING SPECTRUM SHAPES//) 171
CALL ANGLE (AI,NM) . - ' " . . . . 172
CALL TBLOP (TFA,NF,NFIL,NM,1) 173
C • : 174
C 175
C PAGE EIGHT . 176
C STANDARD DAY DATA ATMOSPHERIC ABSORPTION 177
C 178
CALL TITLE (A,NCONF,RPM,PCS) 179
WRITE (6,28) RSTD 180
28 FORMAT (16X.95HS T A N D A R D D'A~Y D A T A E X C E S S A 181
1 T M O S P H E R I C A T T E N U A T I O N//26X,60HAOJUSTMENTS T 1 8 2
20 REFERRED ARRAY TU OBTAIN STANDARD DAY DATA AT,F6.6,10H FT RADIUS 183
3//) , . ' . 1 8 4
00,29.J=1,NM . . . • . , 185
DO 29 I=ljNF . . . . . 186
.29 BUF(I,J)=TFA(I,J)*RSTD/1000.G , 187
CALL ANGLE (AI,NM) 188
CALL TBLOP (BUF,NF,NFIL,NM,1) . 189
C : . 190
C 191
C PAGE NINE . . 192
C STANDARD DAY DATA 193
C • • . . ; . . ^ . 1 9 4
CALL TITLE (A,NCONF,RPM,PCS) ' 195
WRITE (6,30) RSTD . . 196
3 0 FORMAT (46X ,33HS T A N D A R D D A Y D A T A / /43X ,7HDATA AT.F6 1 9 7
1.1,30H FT RADIUS ON 59F, 7CPC RH DAY//) 198
DO 31 J=1,NM 199
DO 31 I=1,NF 200
32
31 8UF(I,J)=SL(I,J)-BUF(I.J) • ' . 201
CALL ANGLE (AI,NM) 232
CALL LiASPL (BU F ,NM,NF, 8) . . 203
• WRITE (6,13) (8(1),1=1,NM) 204
WHITE (6,10) 205
CALL TKLOP <BUF,NF,NFIL,NM,1) 206
WRITE (6,10) 207
WRITE (6,32) RSTD 203
32 FORMAT (44X,18HPERCEIVED NOISE ON,F8.1,17H FT RADIUS, PNDB//) 209
CALL ANGLE (AI,NM) 210
CALL APNDB (BUF,NB,NM,8) 211
WRITE (6,33) (8(1),1=1,NM) 212
33 FORMAT (15X.19F6.1) ~ . _ "'' 213
C . - . . . - . . - . . • . ' , • . . 214
C.
 ; . - .• - 2 1 5
C PAGE TEN AND FOLLOWING 216
C SIDELINE EXTRAPOLATED DATA , . 217
C . . : 218'
C DELETE CM-AXIS DATA 219
C . . . . 2 2 0
MM=NM . . ' 221
DO 34 J=l,MM . " • " 222
3 4 AM(J)=AI(J) • • . . . . . . 2 2 3
IF,(AM(l).GT.O.O) GO TO 36 224
MM=MM-1 . 225
DO 35 J=1',MM 226
AM(J)=AM(J+1) , . . • 227
DO 35 I=1,NF • 228
35 SL(I,J)=SL(I,J+1) 229





DO 38 1=2,KK 235
38 DSU ) = Su( 1-1) 236
DS(1)=RSTU 237
DO 44 K=1,KK 238
CALL TITLE I A,NCONF,RPM,PCS) 239
WRITE (6,39) DS(K) . . . . 2 4 0
3 9 FORMAT (40X.52HS I D E L I N E E X T R A P O L A T E D . D A T A 2 4 1
1 //23X,20HSTANCARD DAY. DATA ON,F7.0,59H FT SIDELINE, INCORPORATE 242
2G EXCESS ATMOSPHERIC ATTENUATION//) 243
CALL SIOLAT (MM,AM,RSTD,OS(K),B,C) , 244
DO 40 J = 1,MM' ' . ' • . 245.
DO 40 1=1,NF • .. . . ' 246
40 BUFII,J)=SL(I,J)-B(J)-TFA(I,J)*C(J)/1000.0 247
CALL ANGLE (AM,MM) , . 248
CALL OASPL (BUF,MM,NF,C) 249
WRITE (6,13) (C(.I ) ,1=1,MM) -.. . , . - • . . . , . • • 25.T
WRITF (6,1.0) , . . . ' 251
CALL TBLOP (BUF.,NF,NFIL,MM,0) • • . • • 252
WRITE (6,10) " . 253
WRITE (6,41) DS(1),DS(K),(B(I 1,1 = 1,MM) 254
41 FORMAT (3i;X,35HINVERSE SQUARE LAW ATTENUATION, FROM,'F7.0, 14H FT RA ' 255-
1DIUS TO,F7.0,13H FT SIDELINE//15X,i9F6.I//) 256
WRITE (6,10).. . • . • . 257
CALL APNU»"(BUF,NB,NM,B). - . 258
WRITE (6,42) OS(K) .. , . 259
42. FORMAT (45X,18HPERCEIVED NOISE ON,F7.0,19H FT SIDELINE, •PNDB//) 260
CALL ANGLE (AM,XM) ' . • 261
WRITE (b,43) (B(I),1=1,MM) 262
4 3 " FORMAT (15X,19F6.1) - . . - . - > 2 6 3
33
IF (NX.LE.O) GO TO 45 264
44 CONTINUE 265
45 WRITE (6,6) 266
C 267
GO TO 5 268
END 269-















DIMENSION A(27, 19) ,DA(19) • 16
DO 1 J=1,NM 17





































/OASPL - ARRAY OVERALL SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS/
ROUTINE TO COMPUTE OVERALL SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS
ANGLES OF A DATA ARRAY.
DATA ARRAY
NUMBER OF ANGLES
NUMBER OF FREQUENCY BANDS
OVERALL SPLS FOR ALL ANGLES
DBSUM












SUBROUTINE PNDB (NB,LB,PNL,NC) . 1
C /PNDB - PERCEIVED NOISE DECIBELS/ . 2
C * * * * * *•* * * * * * '* * * * * *,* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 3
C * * 4
C * COMPUTES PERCEIVED. NOISE LEVEL (PNL) IN PNDB IN ACCORDANCE WITH * 5
C * SOCIETY OF AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERS AEROSPACE RECOMMENDED PRACTICE * . 6
C * NO. 965A, AUGUST 15, 1969. * 7
C * * 8
C * NB 1/NB-GCTAVE BANDS * 9
C * * 10
C * LB ARRAY OF 8 OR 24 CONSECUTIVE 1/NB-OCfAVE BAND SOUND * 11
C * PRESSURE LEVELS. LB(1) CONTAINS SPL FOR 63 HZ BAND * 12
C * IF NB = I. LB<1) CONTAINS SPL FOR 50 HZ BAND IF * 13
C '* NB = 3. * 14
C *• * 15
C * PNL PERCEIVED NOISE LEVEL IN PNDB * 16
C * * 17
C •* NC OUTPUT CONTROL. IF NC EQUALS ZERO, NO PRINTED OUTPUT * 18
C * (OTHER THAN ERROR MESSAGES) WILL BE GENERATED. * 19
C '* IF NC IS OTHER THAN ZERO, A TABULATION OF BAND NUM- * 20
C * BERS, LEVELS, NOY VALUES, AND PERCEIVED NOISE LEVEL * 21
C * WILL BE PRINTED. * 22
C * * 23
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 24
34
REM. LBI27) ,NOY(24),K,NMAX,NBAR,MJ,LK 25
RP.AL L(24,5),M(24,4) 26
DATA L/49.0,44.0, 33. 3 ,34.0,30. 0,27. 0,2 A. 0,2 1.0, 18. 0,5*16.0,15.0, 27
112 .0 , 9. C , 5.0,4 . ,: , 5 .0 ,6 .0, i Q . j , 17 . 0 , 21 . 0, 5 5 . 0, 5 1. 0, 4 6. 0, 4 2 . 0, 3 9 .- 0 , 28
236.0,33.0,30.0,27.^,5*25.0,23.0,21.0,18.0,15.0,2*14.0,15.0,17.0, 29
323.0,29.0,64.0,60. .,56.0,53.0,51.0,48.0,46.0,44.0,42.0,5*40.3, . 30
438. 0, 34. 0, 32. 0, 30..!•, 2*29.0, 30.0,31.0, 37. J, 41.0,52. 0,51.0, 49. 3, 31
547.0,46.0,45.0,43.J,42.0,41.0,5*40.0,38.0, . 34.0,32.0,30.D, 32
62*2 9.0,30.0,31. 0,34. 0,37. 0,91.0 1,8 5. 88, 8.7.. 32, 79. 85, 79. 76,7 5.9 6, 33
773.96,74.91,94.63,13*100.JO,44.29,50.72/ 34
DATA M/0.079520,2*0.068160,0.059640,10*0.053013,0.059640, - 35
12*0.053013, 2*0.047 712, 2*0. 05 3013, 0.068160, 0.079520,0..05 96401,- •' 36
22*0.058098,0.052288,0.047534/2*0.043573,0.040221,0.037349, .• . 37
37*0.034659,0.040221,0.037349,4*0.034859,2*0.037349,0.043573, . 38
40.043476,0.040570,2*0.036831,0.035336,2*0.033333,0.032051, . . 39
50.030675, 6*0.030103,7*0.029960,2*0.042285,15*0.030103,9*0.0299607 4(1
IF (NB.EQ.l) GO TO 2 41
IF (Na.EQ.3) GO TO 3 42
WRITE (6,1) . 43
1 FORMAT <1HO,23HPND8 SUBROUTINE MESSAGE/41H FREQUENCY BANDWIDTH IMP .44








GO TO 4 53




4 CONTINUE . 58
NMAX=O.U 59
SUMN=0.0 60
DO 12 1=1,NF 61
J=MK*I-LL 62
IF (LB(I).LT.L(J,!)) GO TO 6 63
IF (L( J,1).LE.LB(I).AND.LB(I».LT.L(J,2 ) ) GO TO 7 64
IF (L(J,2).LE.L6(IJ.AND.LBU).LT.L(J,3)) GO TO 8 65
IF (L(J,3).LE.LB(I).AND.LB(I).LT.L(J,5)) GO TO 9 66
IF <L<J,5).LE.LB(I).AND.LB(II.LT.150.0) GO TO 10 67
IF (Lb(I).EQ.150.0) GO TO 10 68
WRITE (6,5) LB(I) 69
5 FORMAT (30H PNDB SUBROUTINE ERROR MESSAGE//F6.1,68H UB EXCEEDS RAN 70








\ GO TO 11 79
k 8 MJ=M(J,2) 80
LK=L(J,3) 81
A=1.0 ' 62






 x . . 871 0 NJ=M(J,4) . • . - • ' . - •
 3 8
LK=L(J,4) . . . • . " " • • • : " • - ' ' . " 89
*' A=I. o • •'• : . • ' -:' . . ; • • • ' • ' , ' . ' • ' • - ... 90
"11 NOYH f = A*10.0**{PJ*<LBm-Lk)) •'."••"' ' ' " '. ' '.'" ' . 91
IF :(NOY( I K.GT.NKAX)' NMAX = NOYCI ) '• .'' • •• ' ' - - •
 92
SUMN = SUMi!+NOY('I ) ' --' • V ' ." °s '' '. 93
12 CONTINUE"" '. ' • - -• '•:•*;- ; • • - • " ' • • • : ' ' . " "! '" ' 94
MRAR = ?>iMAX+-K*(SUMN-r:MAX ) ' '' ' ' ' ''''"'. ' 95
PNL=40.u+33.22*AL"GG10(NBAK) •'''•"' '. ' :\"' ' ' ' : ~ ' ''" : ''"' ' . . 96
IF (NiC.EQ.O) RETURN '. '"' • ' . ' . '' ' . '' 97
WRITE (6,13) : ? ' ' ' •'-'•'. -' ' 93
13 FORMAT ( lHO,'22HPMDb"SUBROUTINE OUTPUT) ' " ' ..' 99
GO TO (15,22,20) ,ND' • '' '•'.''"• ; : '..';..'. '' ' ' '' ' /' 100
"14 WRITE (6,'l6) ( I , I='l ,NF) ".' ' , , ~ -. - • * . 101
'15 WRITE (6,16) '( r,;i = I,NF.) ' ' • ' . ' ' '- ..,. ' ,'
 102
16 FORMAT (1HO,5H HAND, 16
 f ll'I'T) ' ' ' . .." . ' .",'. ' 103
WRITE (6,171 < l _ e < I » , I = l.»NF) : /' ' " ''. . - \0«*
17 FORMAT (1H ,5HLEVEL,12F7.1) ' ' '- 105
WRITE (6,13) PNL . ......; . , . . . . - . . . 106
1'8 FORMAT ( lH^,92XtF6.1',5H PNIDBI , . , . ' . " ' " . ' . - ' ' - ' ' . - ' . 107
'"•;' WRITE '-(6", 1 9 ) (NOYI I ) ,I=l',NF) • - > • • • • . . . . . . •- - ^ ^
119 FORMAT (1H ,5H NOYS.12F7.1) . '.'- 109
RETURN ' .' - , 110
•20 IF (NH.LE.12) GO TO 14 ' ' 111
WRITE (6,16) (1,1=1,12) .. 112
WRITE (6,17) (LB(I),1-1,12) 113
WRITE (6,19) (NOYII 1,1=1,12) . 114
WR lie (6,21) . - : ' 115
21 FORMAT (/) 116
WRITE (6,16) (I,I = 13,NF) -.••••••
 117
WRITE (6,17) (LB(I),I=13,NF) 118
WRITE (6,18) PNL 119
WRITE (6,19) (NOY(U,1=13,NF) : 120
•22 RETURN : 121



































/PNLT - TONE-CORRECTED .-.PERCEIVED NOISE LEVEL/
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * , * * * *
COMPUTES; TONE-CORRCCT.tD P.ERCEIVED NOISE LEVEL ( PNLT ) FOR' A
1/3-OCTAVE BAND SOUND SPECTRUM IN ACCORDANCE WITH FEDERAL
AVIATION REGULATIONS, VOL. I l l , PART 36 - NOISE STANDARDS,
AIRCRAFT TYPE CERTIFICATION.
ALSO COMPUTES PERCEIVED NOISE LEVEL.
SL 1/3-OCTAVE BAND SOUND SPECTRUM : ,
POP PERCEIVE!) NOISE LEVEL, PNDB . :
DBT TONE-CORRECTED PERCEIVED NOISE LEVEL, PNLT
'
CALLS PNDO
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
DIMENSION SL(24),SI-P(24),F(24)
OIMENS IUM SBAR (25)





' ' • .* i
.' *
:*






























INTEGER FREQ124) . . , . . - . . ; • 2 2
DATA FREQ/50,63,30,100,125,16C,2vC ,250,315, 400,500,630,8 0, lyOO,-. 23
1 1250,1600,2000,2500,3150,4.000,5000,6300,8000, IOC.');)/ v 2-4
DO 1 1=1,24 25
IF (SL( I l.LT.0.0) SL(I)=C.O . 26
1 N(I)=.FALSE. 27
DO 2 1=4,24 . . - 28
2 M(I)=SL(I)-SL(1-1) . 29
DO 3 1=5,?4 • 30
IF IABS(MU)-M( I-1)).LE.5.0) GO TO 3 • .. 31
IF (M(I).GT.O.O.AND.M(I).GT.M(1-1)) N(I)=.TRUE. 32
IF (M(I ).LE.O.O.AND.M( l-l).GT.Q.OJ N<1-1)=.TRUE. 33
3 CONTINUE -
 r 3.4
DO 6 1=1,24 35
IF (.NOT.N(I)) GO TO 4 . 36
I F (I.EQ.24) G O T O 5 . . . - . ; • 3 7
SLPII)=<SLil-l)+SL(I+l))/2.0 38
G O T O 6 • • . - : - 3 9
4 SLP(I)=SL(I) 40
G O T O 6 - . • . - - . . - 4 1
5 SLPI24)=SL(23)+M(24) 42
6 CONTINUE • ^3
DO 7 1=4,24 . ^^
7 M(I)=SLP(I)-SLP(I-l) 45
M13)=M(4) . . . * 6
M(25)=M(24) . - - . 47
DO 8 1=3,23 -« 48
8 SBARII ) = (M( I) + M( I + D+MJ 1+2) J/3.0 . 49
SLP(3)=SL13) . -:• ' - 50
DO 9 1=4,24 51
9 SLP(I )=SLP(I-1 )*SBAR( I-l) •< ••• . . . 52
TMAX=0.0 ' ' 53
T=0.0 ' • • • • • " : 54
0 0 1 4 1=3,24 r . . ' 1 - . 5 5
F( I)=SL(I)-SLP(I) . . -- 56
IF (F( D.LE.0.0) GO TO 14 . • 57
IF (5J.LE.FREQU ). AND. FRECH I ) .LT. 500) GO TO 10 .- 58
IF (5000.LE.FRECII).ANO.FREQ(I).LE.10000) GO TO 10 59
GO TO 11 60
10 IF (F(IJ.LT.3.0) T=0.0 61
IF (3.0.LE.FU ).AND.F( D.LT.20.0) T=F(I)/6.0 62
IF (20.0.LE.FII)) T=3.0+1.0/3.0 63
GO TO 13 64
11 IF (SOO.LE.FREQd ).AND.FREO(I J.LE..5000) GO TO 12 . 65
GO TO 14 ^ . . . 66
12 IF (F(IJ.LT.3.0) T=0.0 ' " 67
IF (3.0.LE.F(I).AND.F( D.LT.20.0). T = F«I)/3.0 . 68
IF (2C.O.LE.F( I ) > T = 6.0-t-2.0/3.0 " . . . 69
13 IF (T.GE.TMAX) TMAX=T " 70
14 CONTINUE 71
CALL PMDB (3,SL,PDB,0) 72
DBT=PDB+TMAX ' . 73






































/POWER - TOTAL ACOUSTIC POWER/
TOTAL ACOUSTIC POWER BY INCREMENTAL AREA SUMMATION
OF- ANGLES'AND REFERRED SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS OM AN










* * * * *
ARRAY OF REFERRED SPL DATA ON AN ARC
ARC RADIUS




BAROMETER (INCHES HG) '



































DIMENSION A(27),AI(19) , . 20








IF (AI (D.GT.0.0) GO TO 1 29
; SUM=SUM+10.0**(A(l)/10.0) 30
NFT=2 31
1 IF (AI(NM).LT.iaO.O) GO TO 2 32
SUM=SUM+10.0**(A(NM)/10.0) . 33
. : NLT = NM-1 34
2 SUM=TAN(DT/4.0*F)*SUM/2.0 35
DO 3 J=NFT,NLT 36
3 SUM=SUM+10.0**<AU)/10.0)*SIN(AI(J)*F) 37
W=CONST/(RHO*C)*SPHERE*SIIM(DT/2.0*F)*SUM 38
PWL = 130.0-HO.O*ALOG10(W) 39
RETURN 40

































* * * *
UTILITY
/SIDLAT
* * * * *
(.NM.AI, RSTD, SIDIST, SINAT, RADIST)
- SIDLINE



















* * * * * * * * * * * * *













* * * * *
IONS
SOURCE TO
* * * * * *
IN DECIBELS,
SIDELINE
* * * * * * * * * *










































































































































/TABLE' - TABLE OF DATA FOR REPORTING/
READS WORKING DATA AND PREPARES A TABLE OF NOISE DATA IN A
FORMAT SUITABLE FOR REPORTING PURPOSES. DATA INCLUDES
STANDARD-DAY 1/3-OCTAVE BAND AND OVERALL SOUND PRESSURE
LEVELS ON AN ARC, OVERALL POWER LEVEL AND POWER' SPECTRUM,
CORRESPONDING SIMPLE SOURCE SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS, AND
OPTIONAL. PERCEIVED NOISE LEVELS ON SELECTED . SIDELI NES.
NOTE
PROGRAM LOGIC AND FORMAT STATEMENTS CODED FOR NB = 3, AND
NM = 16. CODING MUST BE REVISED FOR OTHER CONDITIONS.
RSTD RADIUS FOR WHICH DATA TO BE PREPARED
SO OPTIONAL SIDELINE DISTANCES FOR PERCEIVED NOISE
CALLS . ASMBL, AVSLR, DBSUM, FARDTA, PNDB, WDATA
COMMON /WD/A(20,4),NCONF,RPM,PCS,NF,NM,NB,PWL,SUMN,PSM<27) ,DT,
1 All 19 ),NFIL( 27 1,01(27,19)
^ f t * * * * * * ' * * ' * * ' * - * ' * * * * * * * * . * * * * * * * * . * *
VARIABLES IN COMMON BLOCK /WD/ " .
A(20,4) FOUR CARDS OF ID (WORD LENGTH 4) .
NCCNF CONFIGURATION NUMBER
RPM SPEED IN RPM
PCS PERCENT SPEED
NF NUMBER OF FREQUENCY BANDS
NM NUMBER OF ANGLES .
NB 1/NB-OCTAVEXBANDS
PWL OVERALL ACOUSTIC POWER LEVEL
SUMN DECIBEL SUM OF NORMALIZED POWER SPECTRUM
PSM(27) NORMALIZED POWER SPECTRUM
DT ANGLE INCREMENT
AII19) ANGLES '
NFIH27) BAND CENTER FREtlUENCIES
01(27,19) DIRECTIVITY INDE-X
•

























































































* INPUT DATA REQUIRED ' >
*







DIMENSION SL(27,19),OASPL(19),SLK(27,lt3),PW(27) ,AVSPL(27), 44
1SLS(27,19),PNL(19),B(19),OASL(191 ' " . .. 45
DIMENSION IAI(19 ) ,SD(5) . , . . . 46
47








: CALL ASMBL (RSTC.SL) 56
00 2 1=1,NF 57
00 1 J=1,NM . 58
1 B(J)=SL(I,J) 59
2 CALL AVSLR (B,AI,DT,NM,AVSPL ( I)) 60
DO 3 J=1,NM ' 61.
3 CALL DBSUM (SL(1,J)fNF,OASL(J)) 62
CALL AVSLR ( OASL , AI, DT ,NM, AVGOA ) ... . 63
CALL FARDTA ( SL , RSTD, NF,rJB,NM, AI, 59.0, 70.0;RSTD, 0, SLR ) . . ' '" ' 64
DO 4 J=1,NM ' ''? . 65
4 CALL ORSUM fSLR(1,J),NF,OASPL(J)) 66
DO 5 1=1, NF . ,. 67
5 PW(I)=PWL-SUMN+PSM(I) '.. . , 68
WRITE (6,6) ' " " : ' • • : ' ' ' • ' ' - . . V . : . 69
6 FORMAT (1HO,23X,87HOATA ADJUSTED TO STANDARD DAY OF 15 DEGREES C, 70
170 PERCtNT RELAT IVE HUMIDITY ' . : . . . . . . 71
WRITE (6,7) . ' ' , ' • ' . ' • ' " . . . 7 2
7 FORMAT (1H ,35X,20HSPL RE .00002 N/SQ M,10X,18HPWL RE .1 PICOWATT) , 73
DO 8 1=1tNM 74
8 IAI(I)=AI(I) . 75
WRITE (6,9) ' ' . ' ' ' ' ' . ' " ' . ' : . ' - " ' ' . : . 76
9 FORMAT (lHO;lX,9HFREQUENCY,46Xf10HANGLE, DEC,45X,6HSIMPLE,2X,5HPOW 77
1ER/112X,6HSOURCE,2X,5HLEVEL) „ . ... . . . . . . = . 78
WRITE (6,10) ( IAK I),i=l,NM) . ' . 79
10 FORMAT (1H ,10X,17I6) " 8D
'
:
 • RMETER=RSTO*0.3048 . . , .
 :, 81
;
~ ' WRITE (6,11) RMETER ' ' .82
11 FORMAT ( lH+,113X,3HSPL,3X,5H(PWL)//30X,46Hl/3-OCTAVE BAND SOUND PR .- 83
1ESSURE LEVELS (SPL ) 'ON, F6.'l, 13H METER RADIUS//) ~ . " ' ,,. 84
:
 DO 1'3 I = 1,!NF ' • ' - ' • • ' • ' • . ' • • . ' ..." 85
WRITE (6,12) NFILI!I),(SLRII , J 1 , J=l ,NM) , AVSPL (I) ,PW( 1 ) . "'..' , " - 86
12 FORMAT C'lH , IX , I 8, 2X, 16F6. 1, IX, 2F8.1) 87
1-3 IF (M00( I,3).EO.O) WRITE (6,14) , _ . ,88
14 FO'RMAT ( 1H ) •. •
 8g-
WRITE (6,15) (OASPL(J),J=1,NM),AVGOA,PWL . 90
15' FORMAT (1H ,3X , 7HOVERALL, IX , 16F6. 1, IX , 2F8. 1.) .,. 91
DO 16 1 = 1,5 ' . . , " ' " . ' ' 92
IF (SU(I).LE.0.0) GO TO 17 . . ' . 9 3
1 : 6 CONTINUE . . . ' . " • ' 9 4
r
 IS=5 . 95
• • GO TO 16 ' 96
1 7 IS=I-1 ' - . ' ' , . . . 9 7
::
 IF (IS.'LE.O) RETURN . " ' " . . 98
1-8' CONTINUE - . . ' , . - • - -" - 99
"
:
 WR'ITE (6,19) ' . 100.
l~9 FORMAT ( 1HO,2X ,8HD ISTANCQ , 35X , 31HS IDEL INt PERCEIVED NOISt; LEVELS// 101
V 1> " . . • " . • 102
'" DO' 21 1 = 1, IS ' •'.- • • : 103
CALL FAKDTA (SL,RSTD,NF,NB,NM,AI,59.0,70.0,SD(I),1,SLS) 104-
DO 2 '• .J=l ,,NM _ . . . . . . . . 105
40
2C CALL PNDH (NB,SLS( 1 ,J ) ,PNL(J ) ,0 ) ' ' - 106
SDM = SL«( 1 1*0.3043 • ' - " 107
2.1 W R I T E ( 6 , 2 2 ) SDH, ( PNL ( J) , J = l, NM) " lO'.B
22 FORMAT (1H ,F6.1,2H M,3X,19F6.1) ' ' . 109
RETURN . . • : . • - . - . •
 l l o
E N D - ' " ' • < - • • • • ' • • • i n .
















DIMENSION A(27,,1.9.) . . . ., . '. . : . . - ; •;.-:. : -'. 17
DIMENSION NFILI27) . : • . " . - - . - . . . • . . . . 1 8
I F (NEG.NE.O) G O T O 2 . . . . , - ' • 1 9
DO 1 J = 1,NM ,- ,- ,.-.,. • . , : , • • , • : - • • 20
00 I 1=1,NF
 ;• 21
IF (A(I,J).LT.G.O) A(I,J)=0.0 .- 22
1 CONTINUE : . . • . . : • . • • - . . • : . 23
2 WRITE (6,3) ' • • '.- '. 24
3 1 FORMAT (15H BAND FREQUENCY) . - • < - . • ; • . 2 5
DO 4 1 = 1,NF • •'• : -- 26
4 WRITE. (6,51 I,NFIL(.l),(A(I,J).,J=l,NM) . . ^ „ • 27
5 FORMAT (1H ,13,18,3X,19F6.1) . : 28
WRITE (6,6) - . . - = . - 2 9
6 FORMAT (//) , . ;. ; • . . . . . . . ; • - . . . - . • > „ . ' • . 3 0
RETURN . . , . • : - . - : . - . - • ' • • • • . . - . . . • - , : . ; - • . . . . 3 1

































/TBLOP - TABLE OUTPUT/ . "..'•
ROUTINE TO OUTPUT DATA ARRAY.
DATA ARRAY
NUMBER OF FREQUENCY BANDS
BAND CENTER FREQUENCIES
NUMBER OF ANGLES ' '. , '•• ' .-> •
OUTPUT CONTROL. IF NEG .EQUALS ZERO, ALL NEGATIVE
VALUES IN ARRAY A WILL BE REPL ACED . WITH ZERO FOR
EASE OF READING. IF NEG IS OTHER THAN ZERO, ARRAY
IS UNAFFECTED. ..-..- . -. . - .• . , . . . . • . • '." ".









































/TITLE - TITLE OUTPUT/
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
TY ROUTINE TO OUTPUT ID INFORMATION.
FOUR ID CARDS
CONFIGURATION NUMBER ' • '
SPEED IN RPM
PERCENT SPEED

















1 FORMAT (1H1) 15
2 FORMA! (1H ,?OA4) 16
WRITE (6,3) <A(J,1),J=1,20),NCONF 17
3 FORMAT (1H ,20A4,17X,16HCGNFIGURATION NO,15) 18
WRITF (6,4) <A(J,2),J=l,2u),RPM 19
t, FORMAT (1H ,20A4,17X,7HSPeED =,F6.0,4H RPM) 20
WRITE (6,5) (AU,3),J = l,20),PCS 21
5 FORMAT (1H ,20A4,17X,15HPERCENT SPEED =,F6.1) 22
.WRITE (6,2) IA(J,4),J=1,2G) 23
WRITE (6,6) 24




C /TITLE2 - TITLE OUTPUT/ 2
C * * * * # * « # * * * * * * * * * * * * * * # * # * * * * * * * * • • * * 3
C * * 4
C * UTILITY ROUTINE TO OUTPUT ID R4FORMATION. * 5
.C * * 6











2 FORMAT ( 1 H ,36X,53HC O M P A R I S O N O F T W O D A T A S 1 8
1 E T S / / / / ) 19
DO 3 K = l , 2 20
3 WRITE (6,4) SET(K),(A{I,1,K),1=1,20),<A(1,2,K),I=1,2J),NCONF(K),PC 21
1S(K),KPM(K),(A(I,3,K1,1=1,20),NF(K),NB(K),NFIL(1,K),IFIL(K),(A(I,^ 22
2t K), 1 = 1,20), NM( K) tDT(K)f Aid, K J i A I L C K ) " 23
4 FORMAT (10H DATA StT ,A3,/1H ,20A4,5X,38HCONFIGURATI ON PERCENT 24
1 SPEtiD RPM/1H ,20A<f,I12,F20.1,F13.0/lH ,20A4,I7,5H - i/,Il,18H 25
20CTAVE BANDS FROM,15,3H TO,I6,6H HERTZ/1H ,20A4,I7,13H ANSLES.E'VER 26




C /WDATA - WORKING DATA/ 2
C « * . * * * £ * # v * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * $ * * * $ * * 3
C; * * 4
C * HEADS UNfc StT OF WORKING UATA FROM CARDS INTO STORAGE * 5
. C' * COMMON bLOCK /WO/. ... * 6
C * * 7

















































COMMON /WD/A<20,4) ,NCOiNF,RPM,PCS,NF,NM,Nb,PWL,SUMN,PSM(27) ,01",
1 A I ( 19),NF IL(27) ,DI ( 27, 19)
VARIABLES RESULTING IN COMMON BLOCK /WD/
A(20,4) FOUR CARDS OF ID (WORD LENGTH 4)
NCCNF CONFIGURATION NUMBER
RPM SPEED IN RPM
PCS PERCENT .SPEED
NF NUMBER OF FREQUENCY BANDS
NM NUMBER OF ANGLES
NB 1/NB-QCTAVE BANDS
PWL OVERALL ACOUSTIC POWER LEVEL
SUMN DECIBEL SUM OF NORMALIZED POWER SPECTRUM
PSMI27) NORMALIZED POWER SPECTRUM
DT ANGLE INCREMENT '
AK19) ANGLES '
NFIL(27) BAND CENTER FREQUENCIES
01(27,19) DIRECTIVITY INDEX '
.
DO 1 J=l,4 -
READ (5,2) (A(I ,J) ,1=1,20)
FORMAT (20A4) '
READ (5,3) NCONF,RPM,PCS,NF,NM,NB
FORMAT ( 14, 2F8. 1,313)
IF (NKEQ.10) GO TO 5
READ (5,4) PWL *SUMN,(PSM( I), l=l,NF) . . .
FORMAT (12F6.1/(12X,10F6.1) )
GO TO 7
READ (5,6) PWL ,SUM,(PSM( I ), 1=1, NF)
FORMAT (12F6;l)
READ (5,6) DT, (AI( J) ,J=1,NM)
DO 11 I=1,NF
IF (NM.EQ.10) GO TO 9
READ (5,3) NFIL( I) ,(DI ( I , J ) , J=1,NM)
FORMAT (6X,I6, 10F6. l/( 12X,10F6. 1) )
GO TO 11









































































/WODAG - WORKING DATA GENERATION/






C * $ « * : « * * * $ $ * * $ * * * * * * $ * * * * * * * * * « , $ * $ $ $
COMMON /WUUA/A1 20, 4) ,NCONF, RPM, PC S , SL ( 27 , 19) , T, AH, BAR , AO, DT , fc ( 19 ) ,
1NM,NF,NB,KSTD, SD(5 )
ANGLE, APNDB, AVSL.R, BASPAT, DBSUM, GRAPH,

























































































FOUR CARDS OF ID (WORD LENGTH 4)
CONFIGURATION NUMBER
SPEED IN RPM - .
PERCENT SPEED
MEASURED ARRAY (TEST DAY SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS)
TEST TEMPERATURE (DEGREES FAHRENHEIT)
TEST RELATIVE HUMIDITY - • • • „ .
TEST BAROMETER (INCHES HG) .
FIRST MICROPHONE ANGLE
MICROPHONE ANGLE INCREMENT
MICROPHONE'RADII - ' ' - . • • • • . '
NUMBER OF MICROPHONES , .
NUMBER OF FREQUENCY BANDS -
KIND OF FRACTIONAL-OCTAVE BANDS (1 OR 3)
STANDARD RADIUS FOR DATA LISTINGS
OPTIONAL SIDELINE DISTANCES FOR DATA EXTRAPOLATIONS
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * .
DIMENSION BUF(27,19),TFA(27,19) • . .
DIMENSION AI(19),AM(19) . . , - . . .
DIMENSION B(27),C(27),D(27),E(27),NFIL(27),SLR(27)




2 20000/ • . . .. • . • \ .
DEFINE NUMBER OF SIDELINE DISTANCES '
DO 1 1=1,5 '•• • • ; > - . ' . • : . . ' • : • - .
IF (SD(I).LE.O.O) GO TO 2 :
CONTINUE
NR = 5 . • .• -i. •• • • ; : : • > : . , L • • • , - . : . '
G O T O 3 • : . ) . ' . - . ' . . ' . - . - . j ^ - . .
CONTINUE . . . , . ";
NR=I-1 • . • - . . • . . « - . , " • • - , • •
CONTINUE '




NFILd ) = FREQ(J )
DEFINE MICROPHONE ANGLES
DO 5 1=1,NM •
Airi)=AO+DT*FLOAT(I-l) '





































































C >!f 4SUKLI.I A - s r t A Y 77
C . 78
W K I T f . ( 6 , 7 ) 79
7 FOR MA I (Ull) 8J
00 9 J = l,4 . • 81
8 W R I T E (6 ,<» ) <A( I, J I, 1 = 1,20) - 82
<5 F O R M A T ( 2 6 X , 2 0 A 4 / / ) 8.3"
W R I T E <6,10) NCONF,RPM,PCS 84
10 - F O R M A T ( 16X,16HCONPIGURATION NO,I 3,10X,7HSPEEI) =,F6.J,4H RPM,10X,1 85
15HPEKCENT SPEED =,F6.1//) 86
W R I T f (6,11) T , R H , H A R ' 87
11 FORMAT (10X.17HTEST CONDITIONS -,7X,13HTEMPERATURE = ,F5.1',2H F,6X, ' 88
119HRbLATIV£ HUMIOITY = ,F5 . 1,3H PC,6X,1IHbAROMETER =,f-6.2,6H IN HG/ 89
2//I 90
WRITE (6,12) RSTD ' 91
12 FORMAT (52X,27HN E A S U R E D A R R A Y,//37X,41HMEASURED .DATA . 92
1SIMPLY ADJUSTED TO CONSTANT,F6.1,10H FT RADIUS//) . . • 93
CALL ANGLE (AI,NM) 94
CALL OASPL (SL,NM,NF,B) 95
WRITE (0,13) (B( I ) ,1=1,NM) 9.6
13 FORM4T (15H COMPUTED OASPL,19F6.1) • . 97
WRITE (6,14) 98
1 4 FORMAT ( / ) . 9 9
CALL TBLOP (SL,NF,NFIL,NM,1) 100
WRITE <6,15) (R(I),!=!,NM) 101
15 FORMAT (48X.31HCRIGINAL MICROPHONE RADII, FEET//15X,19F6.1) 102
C 103
C ' 104
C PAGE TWO ' 105
C TEST DAY ATMOSPHERIC ABSORPTION 106
C ' 107
CALL TITLE (A,NCONF,RPM,PCS) 108
DO 16 J=1,NM 109
CALL BASPAT (SL(1,J1,RSTD,NF,MB,T,RH,B,RSTD,C) 110
DO 16 1=1,NF ' 111
BUF(I,J)=C(I)*R(J)/1000.0 • • 112
16 S L ( I , J ) = S L ( I , J ) + B U F ( I , J ) 113
W R I T E (6,17) T ,RH 11*
1 7 - F O R M A T (27X .77HT E S T D A Y E X C E S S A T - M O S P H E R ' I ' 1 1 5
1C A T T E N U A T I O N//34X,62HADOITIONS TO UNADJUSTED MEASURE 116
2D DATA TC OBTAIN REFERRED ARRAY//49X,33HTEMPERATURE RELATIVE H 117
3UMIDITY/46X,F10.0,2H F , 12X,F5.1,3H PC//) 118
CALL ANGLE (AI,NM) 119
CALL TbLOP (BUF,NF,NFIL,NM,1) 120
C 121
C 122
C PAGE THREE 123
C HEFcRRED ARKAY 124
C 125
CALL TITLE (A,NCONF,RPM,PCS) 126
WRITE (6,18) RSTD 127
18 FORMAT (52X,27HR E F E R R E O A R R A Y//38X,7HOATA AT,F6.1,42H 128
1 FT RADIUS WITH NO ATMOSPHERIC ATTENUATIUN/45X,40H(FOR PUHER AND.D 129
2IRECTIVITY COMPUTATIONS)//) 130
CALL ANGLE (AI,NM) 131
CALL UASPL (SL,NM,NF,E) 132
WRITE (6,13) (E(I),I=1,NM) 133
WklTf] (6,14) 134
CALL TBLOP (SL.NF.NFIL.NM,1) ' 135
C 136
C - 137
C PAGE FOUR " ' 133
C ACOUSTIC PCWEK COMPUTATIONS 139
45
C 143
C CtlKPUTt T O T A L P O W c R 141
C . 1 4 2
C A U L P'OX^R t E , R S T D , M , N M , L > T , T , H , & f t , P v a , W > \ 4 3
CAUL AVSLR (E,A I,DT,NM,SLRC) 144
C 145
C COMPUTE POWE^ SPECTRUM , . 146
C 147
DO 20 1=1, TJF . - . 14R
DO 11J J=1,NM 149
1.9 8(J)=SL(I,J) . . 150
CALL POWRR <8,RSTD,AI,NM,OT,.T,RAR,PW,D) . . . 151
20 C(I)=PW • , 152
CMAX = .:.o . 153
- DO 21 1=1,NF - • ... , 154
IF (C(I J.GE.CMAX) CMAX=C(I) , . , • • " • • . •_ . • . - - • • • • . 155
21 • CONTINUE ' . . . ' , ; , - 156
DO 2<! 1 = 1,NF . ! ' . . - : . ' . < • ' • 157
2.2., B( I ) =C( 1 I-CMAX • • ; < • ' - • t . 158
CALL DBSUM (H,NF,SUM)
 ; ; . ; - • . . . . • ' •- 159.
DO 2\4 I =1 ,NF ' ' :.. . . 160
DO 23 J=1,NM 161
23. D(J)=\L( I, J) , ... 162
24 " CALL AVSLK (D,A I,OT,NM,SLR(I)) . '., 163
CALL TITUE (A,NCONF,RPK,PCS)
 (1 - ' , • 164
WRITE (6,25) RSTD ' • 165
2 5 FORMAT (40X.53HA C O U S T I C P O W E R C O M P U T A T I O N 1 6 6
1 S//,73X,10HNORMALIZED,10X,6HSIMPLE/29X,4HBANO,8X,9HFRCOUENCY,4X,3 167
21HPOWER SPECTRUM POWER SPECTRUM,5X,15HSUURCE SPL, R =,F6.1,3H FT 168
. . 3//) 169
00 26 1=1,NF . 170
26 WRlT r ( 6 , 2 7 ) I ,NFIL( J ) , C ( I ) , B ( I), SLR ( I) 171
2.7 FORMAT ( 3 0 X , 12, I 16, 3F17.1.) . 172
W R I T F ( 6 , 2 8 ) SUM,SLRO 173
28 F O R M A T ( /75X,F7 .1 ,8H OVERALL,F9.1 ,8H O V E R A L L ) . . 174
W R I T E ( 6 , 2 9 ) 175
29 FORMAT ( / , 5 5 X , 2 0 H T O T A U ACOUSTIC POWER/72X,3H-13) 176
W R I T E ( 6 , 30 ) P W L . W . - 1 7 7
?0- FORMAT ( 5 2 X , 5 H P W U =,F6.1,16H DB RF 10 W A T T / / 5 8 X , 3 H W =,F7.1,6H WA 178
lTT :5/.». . . ' . . 179
C . - - - 180
C PUNCH HEADER AND POWER DATA " : . 181
C . . . " • " " 1 8 2
DO 31 J=l,4 183
31 : PUNCH 32, (A(I,J 1,1 = 1,20) 184
32 FORMAT (2DA4) . 185
PUNCH 33, NCONF,RPK,PCS,NF,NM,NB . . 186-
33 ' FORMAT (14,2F8.1,313) ' 187
IF (NF.E0.1C) GC TO 35 183
PUNCH 34, PWL»SUM,(B(I »f I = 1,NF) ' 189
34 FORMAT (12F6.1/(12X,lpF6.. 1) ) . . ... . ' 190
GO TO 36 ' •
 191
35 PUNCH 41, PWL.SUM, (B( I ), 1 = 1,NF)' . . ' 192
36 CONTINUE 193
C , „. 194
C' v . ' . 195
C • PAGE FIVE 196
C. NORMALIZED POWER SPECTRUM (GRAPH) . 197
C ' 198
CALL TITLE (A,NCONF,RPM,PCS) 199




C PAGE SIX 203
C DIRECTIVITY IfiDEX • 204
C - • . . . . . ; • ?05.
CALL TITLE ( A, NCONF, KPM, PCS ) 206
WRITE (6,37) - - . . 2J7
37 FORMAT (5i. X,33HD I R E C T I V I T Y 1 N U E X//) - . " 2?8
CALL /UJGLE < A I , N M 1 - . . . - : - . ? D 9
DO 33 1=1 , NF • • . - 210
D O 3 3 J=1,NM . 2 1 1
38 BUF( I,J)=SL(I, J)-SLR( I ) 212
CALL TBLQP (BUF,NF,NFIL,NM,1) . ' 21-3
CALL AVSLK (E, A1,OT,NM,010) ' . 214
00 39 J=1,NM 215
39 E(J)=E(J)-OIO -.. 216
WRITE (6,40) (E( J),J = 1,NM) - : -... 217
40 FORMAT ( 8X , 7HOVERALL , 19F6. 1 ) . . . 218
"
- : , . . .
C PUNCH ANGLES, DIRECTIVITY INDEX .. 229^
C . , . , . : , , . - . - 221
PUNCH 41, DT,( AI (J ),J=1,NM) ... . . ••• 222
41 FORMAT (12F6.1) . . . 223
00 45 1=1, NF . , 224
IF (NM.EQ.10) GO TO 43 225
PUNCH 42, I.NFILU ), (BUF( I,J),J=1,NM) " 22f>
42 FORMAT ( 2 16, 10F6 . 1/12X , 10F6. 1 1 227
GO TO 45 .. •- • " 228.
43 PUNCH 44, I ,NF I L ( I ) , ( RUF( I , J ) , J = l , NM ) • ' ' .. -" . -• 229-
44 FORMAT ( 2 1 6, 10F6 . 1 ) 230
45 CONTINUE . . ; • 231
C. 232
C 233
C . PAGE SEVEN 234
C ATMOSPHERIC ATTENUATION . 235
C . 2 3 6
C , COMPUTE THOUSAND FOOT EXCESS ATTENUATION 237 .
C , . . . 2 3 8
DO 46 J=1,NM . 239
46. CALL BASPAT ( SL ( 1 , J ) , RSTD,NF,NB, 59.0, 70. 0 , TF A ( I, J ) ,RSTD,8 I 240
C . 241
CALL TITLE ( A, NCONF, RPM, PCS ) . . 242
WRITE (6,47) 243
4 7 FORMAT (43X.45HA T M O S P H E R I C A T T E N U A T I O N//35X, 2 4 4
161HSTANDARD DAY EXCESS ATMOSPHERIC ATTENUATION PER THOUSAND FEET// 245
237X.56HCOMPUTED FROM REFERRED ARRAY CONSIDERING SPECTRUM SHAPES//) 246
.CALL ANGLE (AI ,NM) 247
CALL TBLQP ( TF A , NF,NF I L , NM, 1 ) 24,8
C , . • 249
C 250
C. PAGE EIGHT . 2.51
C STANDARD DAY DATA ATMOSPHERIC ABSORPTION 252
C " ' . , 253
•': CALL TITLE ( A, NCONF, R PK, PCS ) • - 254
WRITE (6,48) RSTD , , 255
4 8 < FORMAT (16X,95HS T A N D A R D D A Y D A T A E X C E S S A 2 5 6
1 T M G S P H E R I C A T T E N U ' A T I O M/ /26X,60HADJUSTMENTS T . 2 5 7
20 REFERRED ARRAY TO OBTAIN STANDARD DAY DATA AT,F6.0,10H FT RADIUS 258
3//) . , • - . 259
DO 49 J=1,NM 260
DO 49 1=1, NF . 261
49 DUF ( I , J)=TFA(I , J)*r<STD/100;.0 262
CALL A^GLE (AI.NM) ° .. 263
47
CALL T8LOP (BUF,NF,NFIL,.MM,1) 264
C 265
C . ^66
C PAGE MINE 267
C STANDARD DAY UATA 263
C 269
CALL TITLE (A,NCGNF-,RPM,PCS) 270
WRITE <6,5C) RSTD 271
50 FORMAT (48X,33HS T A N D A R D DAY OAT A//43X, 7HDAT A AT.F6 272
1.1,30H FT KADI US UN 59F, 70PC RH DAY//) 273
DO 51 J=1,NM 274
DO 51 I=liNF 275
51 RUF(I 1J)=SL(IfJ)-BUF<I,J) 276
CALL ANGLE (AI,NM) 277
CALL OASPL (HUF,MM,NF,B) . . 278
WRITE (6,13) (B(I),I=1,NM) 279
WRITE (6,14) 280
CALL TBLOP (BUF,NF,NFIL,NM,1) 281
ft WRITE (6,14) . 282
V
 \ WRITE (6,52) RSTD 283
52 FORMAT (44X,18HPERCEIVED NOISE ON,F8.1,17H FT RADIUS, PNDB//) . 284
CALL ANGLE (AI ,NM) ' ' - 285
CALL APNDH (BUF,NH,NM,B) 286
" • - • WRITE (6,53) (B(I), 1=1, NM) , 287
53 FORMAT (15X.19F6.1) \ '. ' 288
C ' ' . ' • ' • ; ' " " • . ' ' ' . ' 289c • , « , . - . . - . . • -
 2 9 0
C . PAGE TEN AND FOLLOWING . ' , ., 291
C SIDELINE EXTRAPOLATED DATA . , - - " ' 292
c . . . .
 2 9 3
C" DELETE ON-AXIS DATA ' -" ' 29:4"
C : 295
" MM = NM ' . , 296'
D O 5 4 J=lfMM . . . ' • ' 2 9 7
54 AM(J)=AI(J) 298
IF (AM(1).GT.0.0) GO TO 56 . 299
MM = WM-1 ' ' ' ' ' ' •.-••-•• ..- 3QG
.', . DO 55 J = 1,MM , 3 0 1
AMI J)=AM( J + l) . . . . . 302.
DO 55 I = 1,NF ;' .' ' ' 303
55^,: SL(I ,J)=SL(I,J + 1) 304
56, IF (AM(MM).LT.130.0) GO TO 57 305
. '"*:': MH=M.M^I , . , . 306
57 CO.Nf INUE ' . ' . . . . . . . . . 307
C ' ' '."• '\. . • • • ' . ' • .'-" 308
KK='NR+1 ' . . . .
 3 o g
D O 5 8 1=2,KK . . . 3 1 0
58 DS(I)=SD(1-1) ' 311
osd I=RSTD 312
DO 64 K = l, KK .' . . 313
CALL TITLE (A,NCONF,RPM,PCS) . 314
WRITE (6,59) OS(K) , /' 315
5 9 : . FORMAT (40X.52HS I D E L I N E E X T R A P O L A T E D D . A T A 3 1 6
.1 //23X.20HSTANDARD DAY DATA ON.F7.0.59H FT SIDELINE, INCORPORATIN 317
' 2G EXCcSS ATMOSPHERIC ATTENUATION//) 318
CALL.SIDLAT (MM,AM,RSTD,DS(K),B,C) . 319
DO 6" J = 1,MM . . ' . 320
D O 6 0 ' 1=1, N F . . . . .
 3 2 1
60 BUFd ,J)=SL(I, J)-8(J)-TFA(I,J)*C( JJ/1000.0 322
'•; CALL ANGLE (AM, CM) . 323
CALL OASPL (BUF,^M,NF,C) 324
WRITE (6,13) (C(I ),!=!,MM) - • , 325
WRITE (6,14) . ' 326
48
CALL TBLUP <8yF,NF,NFIL,MM,OI 327
••' WRITE-H6,'14) :••-.'.' : - » • - • '-•TV- '• .". v, V,-. : •'.•;• •---•-•_ •• ~- -.:"':3'28'
.. . . WRITS -<&,.61,) .DS( i) ,DS(K), (B( 1,),!-.= !,MM). . ... .„ ,. . - . - - , . • - . .....329
61" * FORMAT'' (3GX/35HINVcRSE SQUARE LAW 'ATTENUAT-IUN' FROM, F 7.0, 1AH FT ' RA' 330
1DIUS ]OrF7.0,13h FT SI DEL INE// 15X, 19F6i'l//) . . .. 331
WKITE (6,1^) 332
-: . iCALL 'A.P.NOB..- (HUF,NtB,NM,B')•-.-, > . . . • ,.,.333'
'"" ' WRITE (6,62)'DS'f'kV ' " ' ' ' 334
62 FORMAT {A5X,18HRF.RCEIVED NOISE ON, F7,0,.19H F T ' S lOELINt, PNOB'/A) ': 335
CALL ANGLE (AM,KM) 336
-.jWRlT-E (6,, 63)' (8(1.) 11=11 MM) • . . - - : : . 337
63 'FORMAT (i5x,i9F6.D 338
IF (NK.LE.O) GO TO 65 ' ' .'339
64 CONTINUE 340
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TABLE IV. - LISTING OF TYPICAL SET OF WORKING DATA
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Figure 1. -Major elements of data handling system.
68
Figure 2. - Geometry of enclosing sphere for far-field acoustic meas-
urements, showing elemental areas without ground plane.
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